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1 SUMMARY

The purpose of the LinRu Project is to test the extent to which a

systematic analysis of objectives, instructional procedures and

evaluation can benefit the teaching of literature in the Swedish

Comprehensive School.

At the start of the project the importance of the aesthetic

goals was stressed. In order to avoid confusion the concept of

aesthetic had to be defined. "Aesthetic" is linked with art in the

chosen definition. In accordance with this, the work of the project

has been directed towards literature in the sense of the art of

words. The teaching of literature is defined in two ways, as 1)

teaching in order to bring about contacts with the art form termed

literature, 2) teaching with the aid of this art form when the

objects of the expected behaviour do not belonn to art.

The more specific aims of the LIPRU Project are 1) to try to

formulate a systematically arranged list of curricular objectives

for the teaching of literature in the Swedish Comprehensive School,

suggested as a basis for discussions on both a central and a local

level, 2) to try to co-ordinate procedures and criteria with the

formulated curricular objectivns. A curricular o'iective is defined

as expressing behaviour and object of behaviour in an explicit wav

though different specific matter and technical modes of instruction

are still allowed for. The purpose of the explicit formulation is

to make it easy to communicate and to discuss the objectives. That

curricular objectives are explicitly stated and arranged in a

systematic way in a central standard curriculum or on a local level,

means that a choice between possible objectives is being made.

That instruction is goal-referenced should in the view of the

project mean that it is governed by explicitly stated curricular

objectives. The curricular objectives cannot be reached by a single

lesson or another isolated form of activity. Put the separate lessons

etc. are governed by the curricular objectives through being

consciously aimed at contributing to the behaviours described in

7
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them. The objectives that are chosen for separate lessons and the

like are here called procedure and criterion objectives. These

objectives include descriptions of specific matter and technical

modes of instruction. They are brought to the fore when we are

dealing with the second aim of the project, the co-ordination of

instructional procedures and evaluative criteria with the curricular

objectives, although it does not always seem necessary to formulate

them verbally.

The work of the project on the curricular objectives began with

an extensive goal document analysis, founded on a taxonomy for the

classification of educational objectives devised in the course of

the project. This goal document analysis provided an overall view

and placed the possible objectives in logical groups. Throe) a

requirement analysis, based on the goal document analysis and the

taxonomy, an evaluation of these possible objectives was attempted.

(The design of the project and a summary of the previous goal

analyses are presented in chapter 2.)

The result of the requirement analysis must for several reasons

be further discussed. This is done in the present report, where

we take the results of the requirement analysis into consideration

and discuss them with regard to the Comprehensive School Curriculum

of 1969 as well as from our own point of view. This discussion ends

with a list of curricular objectives. The project has no commission

to write a new central standard curriculum for the Swedish Comprehen-

sive School. It is, however, our hope that the work on the curricular

objectives for literary instruction may be of some use in the shaping

of such a curriculum. Regardless of whether there will be a standard

curriculum of a new type or not, our list of curricular objectives

has a more immediate aim. It is put forward as a suitable starting-

point for discussions on a local level in order to make the teaching

of literature more effective. It is not necessary for curricular

objectives to be laid down on a central level. They could also be

sanctioned by local planning committees. (Chapter 3.)

The second aim of.the LIGRU Project is to collect instructional

procedures and evaluative criteria in the sphere of literary

instruction and, with the help of this collect-ed material, to try to
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co-ordinate procedures and criteria with the formulated curricular

objectives. This task is also dealt with in the present report. The

co-ordination means a listing, at the same time, of a curricular

objective, a correspuding procedure and a criterion or criteria.

Terminology in this connection is proposed, a model called the

objective-procedure-criterion unit (0-P-C unit) is discussed, and

views on the objectives, the procedures and the criteria in such

units are given. The sequencing of such units according to pupil

characteristics and to the relation between objectives is also dealt

with. (Chapter 4.)

To find a suitable technical way of presenting the 0-P-C units,

earlier attempts in this direction have been collected and compared.

Examples are given representing four types. The different u,signs

are discussed, and a disposition of the 0-P-C unit is proposed.

(Chapter 5.)

The work on the collecting and sorting of procedures and criteria

is described. (Chapter 6.)

A number of objective-procedure-criterion units, headed by some

of the curricular objectives in chapter 3, are presented in order to

illustrate the technique. (Chapter 7.)

For a lesson or another separate activity at school there must

often be several objectives. This means that it will contain more

than one 0-P-C unit. Thus more complex instructional units have to

be built up. Such complex instructional units are discussed.

(Chapter 8.)

A more thorough exploitation of the collected material of

procedures and criteria will be presented in a separate report,

which, however, will be published in Swedish, since it may be of

some practical use to teachers.



2 THE DESIGN OF THE LIGRU PROJECT

4

The purpose of the LIGRU Project is to test the extent to which a

systematic analysis of objectives, instructional procedures and

evaluation can benefit the teaching of literature in the Swedish

Comprehensive School.

At the start of the project, the importance of the aestheti

goals of the Comprehensive School was stressed. In the stand

curriculum of 1969, it is said that "it is especially impor

the pupils' appreciation of the aesthetic values is culti

through their own creative activity as well as through t

of their taste" (General section, 14). In another part

curriculum six "goal areas" or "goal functions" are e

of them being designated as "aesthetic functions".

are defined as "the pupil's ability to experience

aesthetic values" (General section, 72). Of nece

the Research Planning Bureau of the National B

should therefore be directed towards the aest

the pupils.

The concept "aesthetic" varies, however

unattractive to some people. In order to

given the concept a definition to be us

In this definition "aesthetic" is link

by men or actions performed by men w

the intention to create beauty, we

granted that these objects and ac

In accordance with this, the

towards literature in the sens

etc., which may be presented

the theatre, films, radio a

of the pupils themselves

fiction is also intended

plays the most importa

and

`.ant that

ated

he training

of the

numerated, one

These functions

and express

ssity, some work of

oard of Education

hetic development of

; moreover, the word seems

avoid confusion we have

ed in the work of the project.

ed with art. Objects created

ith, among other intentions,

call aesthetic. We take it for

ions are what is called art.

work of the project has been directed

e of the art of words. Poems, novels

in books or through oral story-telling,

nd television - they may even be products

- belong to the art of words. Some non-

to be a work of art. Fictional literature

nt role in our considerations, however.
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All educational objectives formulated by the project are

expressed as stating a behaviour of the pupil. But they also state

an object of the expected behaviour. In the taxonomy for the

classification of educational objectives devised in the course

of the project, the objects of behaviour are divided into eleven object

areas. One of these is termed the aesthetic object area. This is the

object area where the objects belong to art. Synonymously we are

speaking of aesthetic goals.

Some work of the Comprehensive School must be directed towards

bringing about contacts with the art form termed literature, just as

with the art forms music, pictorial art, and so on. In this way we

get a number of possible objectives where the expressed objects of

behaviour belong to the aesthetic object area in the sense defined

above. Examples of possible such objectives are: "Interprets the

message of literary works", "Is arrested by the excitement and

atmosphere of literary works", "Evaluates literature on the basis

of his own criteria", "Gives expression to his experiences in a

literary form".

The aims of the works of the art of words are not only aesthetic,

however. It can even be said that the producer of literature generally

has other aims, although he chooses literature as a form for express-

ing his message. It may be that this is the reason why some want

to avoid the word "aesthetic". But the important thing from the

project's point of view is that it follows that there is a possibility

of using literature for other goal5 than only to bring the pupils

into contact with a certain specific product of the human mind, the

art of words. The objects of behaviour, as stated in the coal

descriptions, are not in this case aesthetic objects like poems or

novels, but objects belonging to other object areas of our taxonomy.

Examples of possible such objectives are: "Reflects upon his own

traits, needs, problems and behaviour", "Feels an affinity with other

people", "Takes an interest in the state of affairs in different

countries and during different periods". Since literature is the art

of language, it may also be used to reach language-oriented objectives

without regard to the aim of the producer. An example of a possible

such objective; is: "Reflects upon his and other people's choice of

words".
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The teaching of literature is thus defined in the work of the

project in two ways:

1) teaching in order to bring about contacts with the art form

termed literature, and

2) teaching with the aid of this art form when the objects of the

expected behaviour do not belong to art.

This distinction has clear practical applications. Thus we can

say that in the teaching of type 1), it is obvious that the products

belonging to the art form literature must be used, but that when the

teaching of type 2) is concerned, there is no need to use literature

at all. We cap further observe that if it is not clearly stated that

the teaching of type 1) should take place at school, the art form

termed literature may unfortunately be neglected. On the other hand,

if one wishes to give pupils as much opportunity as possible to come

into contact with this art form, there are obvious possibilities

for using literature for the teaching of type 2), provided that

literature in those cases can be shown to be at least as good a

teaching aid as other such aids.

The design of the LIGRU Project is presented in Figure 1. The aims

of the project are 1) to try to formulate a systematically arranged

list of curricular objectives for the teaching of literature in the

Swedish Comprehensive School suggested as a basis for discussions

on both a central and a local level, 2) to try to co-ordinate

procedures and criteria with the formulated objectives.

The use here of the expression "curricular objective" is to be

seen in the light of the concept of the levels of generality of goal

descriptions. In previous reports from the project we have spoken of

three levels of generality.

The first level is applied when one is using a taxonomical system

in order to give opinions on what is important at school. This means

that one is stressing an area of objects of behaviour (for example,

manual or ethical-social goals) or a certain type of behaviour (for

example, emotional or creative behaviour), or, if one is using a

two-dimensional scheme, both the behavioural type and the object area

at the same time.

12
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On the second level, behaviour and object of behaviour are

explicitly stated, though different specific matter and technical modes

of instruction are still allowed for. On the third level, the

objective includes descriptions of specific matter and technical

modes of instruction.

The first level can, above all, be seen as the level of

parliament and government, the second as the level of a central

standard curriculum or a local planning committee, the third as

the level of teachers and the producers of educational material.

The three levels are all equally important though belonging to

different decision-making authorities.

An objective on a higher level of generality can be broken down

to a lower level. The breaking down from the first to the second

level of generality is a task for authors of curricula and local

planning committees, the breaking down from the second to the third

a task for teachers and producers of educational material.

The above-mentioned curricular objectives are the second level

objectives. The third level objectives could be called procedure

and criterion objectives. The three levels are illustrated by

Figure 2.

The concept of breaking down (from a higher to a lower level of

generality) is to be distinguished from another form of specification,

the giving of less scope to the object of behaviour described in a

curricular objective. "Interprets the political message of a novel"

is still a goal description of a curricular type, although the object

of behaviour has less scope than in the objective "Interprets the

message of literary works". "Finds two essential respects in which

the author of the novel X wants to change society", on the other hand,

is an example of a breaking down to a procedure and criterion objec-

tive. This objective implies a procedure (reading of the novel X and

some technique of stimulating observation of political ideas) and a

criterion (the statement of the two political ideas).

That instruction is goal-referenced should, from the project's

point of view, mean that it is governed by explicitly stated

curricular objectives. The purpose of the explicit formulation is to

make it easy to communicate and to discuss the objectives. That

14
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curricular objectives are explicitly stated and arranged in a

systematic way in a central standard curriculum or on a local level,

means that a choice between possible objectives is being made.

The curricular objectives cannot be reached by a single lesson

or another isolated form of activity. But the separate lessons etc.
(that is, the procedure and criterion objectives) are governed by
the curricular objectives through being consciously aimed at
contributing to the behaviours described in them. Since instruction
systematically returns to the curricular objectives, and the effects
of the chosen procedures are observed, the teacher knows that a step,
albeit small, has been taken towards the behaviours defined by the
curricular objectives.

The work of the LIGRU Project on the development of explicitly
formulated curricular objectives for literary instruction was based
on an analysis of documented objectives from various quarters, both
explicit and implicit. A list of these objectives was then made in
explicit terms. The sources consisted of curricula, teachers' manuals
and articles, 79 sources in all, from 12 countries. Altogether, the
review of the sources resulted in the formulation of 1.161 (to some
extent identical) goal descriptions. After the goal descriptions had
been formulated, they were classified in terms of the object of
behaviour and of the type of behaviour. This classification provided
an overall view of the material and placed the goal descriptions in
logical groups. As an aid to this arranging of the objectives,

a taxonomy devised in the course of the project, has been used. This
classification scheme is reproduced in Figure 3. An additional
grouping was made on the basis of more specific forms of behaviour
associated with more specific objects of behaviour. Each such group
was given a brief heading.

The taxonomy was presented in the following report from the
project (in the series "Department of Educational Research. Gothenburg
School of Education. Research Bulletins"):

Gote Klingberg: A Scheme for the Classification of Educational

Objectives. Research Bulletin No. 5. November, 1970.

16
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The goal document analysis was described in:

Gote Klingberg and Bengt Agren: Objectives Stated for the Use of

Literature at School. An Empirical Analysis. Part I. Research

Bulletin No. 8. May, 1971. Part II: Appendices. Research Bulletin

No. 9. May, 1971.

As can be seen from Figure 3 the taxonomy has eleven object

areas classifying objects of behaviour. (In previous reports they

were called "goal areas", but "object areas" seems to be a better

expression, since the behaviours also belong to the goals.) It has

already been pointed out that one of these areas is termed the

aesthetic area and that the objects of behaviour are here defined

as art. In the empirical goal document analysis 52 % of the goal

descriptions were placed in this area, which for the most part

implies that the art of words is the object of behaviour. The other

half of the goal descriptions dealt with goals other than the

aesthetic ones. In second place after the aesthetic area came the

area of mental hygiene (13 %) and the ethical-social area (11,5 %)

in fourth place came the language-oriented (6,5 %) and the society-

oriented areas (5,5 %). There was only one area, however, the

mathematics-oriented, that got no goal description.

In the published list of documented objectives, the goal

descriptions are dependent on the phrasing in the source. Consequently,

the formulations do not always fulfil the demands which educational

research makes on a goal description. This means that there is room

for improvement of the formulations. It is also possible to add to

the empirically compiled list of objectives. In this way we achieve

a logically improved list of explicitly expressed possible objectives.

However, this list is a mere working material. In constructing a list

of curricular objectives we have to make some decisions as to what

is important and what is not.

At this stage we were faced with the desirability of a requirement

analysis. A questionnaire was constructed containing 110 goal

descriptions, i.e. statements expressing behaviours of the pupils

in relation to objects of behaviour. The questionnaire had two sections

corresponding to the distinction between teaching in order to bring

about contacts with the art form termed literature (Section I, 38 goal

descriptions) and teaching where literature is a means to another kind

Is
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of end (Sectiun II, 72 goal descriptions). The latter were divided

among the four object areas mentioned above, where we, in the goal

document analysis, had registered most goal descriptions. In the

first section we asked the recipients to assess the importance of

the objectives in relation to each other. In the second section

there were two questions, one concerning the importance of the

objectives in relation to the overall objectives of the Comprehensive

School, and the other concerning the usefulness of literature as a

means of reaching the objectives. Expert opinions were wanted, the

experts being defined as persons who had been occupied with the

development of literary education in the Comprehensive School, and/or

whose attention had been directed towards improvement and progress

and who were looking into the future. We thought such persons could

be found among the following groups: lecturers in methods of teaching

literature, literary scholars, authors of children's books, children's

librarian.;, and protagonists in the more general field of cultural

debate.

The requirement analysis has been dealt with in the following

report in our institutional series:

Gote Klingberg and Bengt Agren: Expert Opinions on the Use of

Literature in the Swedish Comprehensive School. A Taxonomic Approach

to Requirement Analysis. Research Bulletin No. 11. May, 1972.

The 110 goal descriptions in the questionnaire can to some extent

be seen as the logically improved list of explicitly expressed

possible objectives. (One could, however, also construct other such

lists, for example, with goal descriptions belonging to the object

areas not represented in the questionnaire.)We have tried to define the

objectives in Section I that were selected by the experts by taking

the median of the order of rank as the dividing line between more or

less valued objectives. In Section II we have also taken the medians

as dividing lines, but as we in this case had two orders of rank,

we have listed the goal descriptions belonging to the upper half

regarding both the usefulness of literature as a means of reaching

the objectives and the assessed importance of the objectives, which

means a rigorous sorting out of objectives. From Section I we have

listed nineteen, from Section II twenty-three objectives.

19



Ine result of the requirement analysis must be criticized, discussed

and amplified anew. For example, it is to be acknowledged that the

experts had no opportunity to state any other objectives than those

found in the questionnaire. Through the use of the goal document

analysis and our taxonomy, we had tried not to overlook important

possible objectives, but in this we may not have been wholly success-

ful and, furthermore, some object areas were omitted.

In the present 'report we take the results of the requirement

analysis into consideration and discuss them with regard to the text

of the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969, as well as

from our own point of view. The project has no commission to write

a new central standard curriculum for the Swedish Comprehensive

School. It is, however, our hope that our work on the curricular

objectives for literary instruction may be of some use in the shaping

of such a curriculum. Regardless of whether there will be a standard

curriculum of a new type or not, our list has a more immediate aim.

It is put forward as a suitable starting-point for discussions on a

local level in order to make the teaching of literature more effective.

The remaining task of the LIGRU Project according to the design

in Figure 1, was to collect instructional procedures and evaluative

criteria in the sphere of literary instruction and, with the help

of this collected material, to try to co-ordinate procedures and

criteria with the formulated curricular objectives. This task will

also be dealt with in the present report. To begin with we will

discuss how such a co-ordination is to be accomplished. A rationale

is given for objective-procedure-criterion units. We will also discuss

the suitable technical way of presenting such units. After describing

the work on the collecting and sorting of procedures and criteria,

a number of objective-procedure-criterion units, headed by some of

the curricular objectives in ch;-..pter 3, will be presented in order to

illustrate the technique. The construction of more complex instruc-

tional units containing more than one curricular objective and thus

alJo more than one procedure will be dealt with last.

A more thorough exploitation of the collected material will be

presented in a separate report, which, however, will be published

in Swedish, since it may be of some practical use to teachers.

20
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3 A LIST OF SYSTEMATICALLY ARRANGED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES FOR THE

TEACHING OF LITERATURE IN THE SWEDISH COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL SUGGESTED

AS A BASIS FOR DISCUSSIONS BOTH ON A CENTRAL AND A LOCAL LEVEL

For our selection of curricular objectives, we have two starting -

points. As was briefly summarized in chapter 2, the work began with

a goal document analysis. This provided an overall view and placed

the possible objectives in logical groups. Through a requirement

analysis we tried further to reach an evaluation of these possible

objectives.

With these starting-points, we shall in this chapter discuss the

possible curricular objectives. The discussion follows the division

into object areas found in our taxonomy for the classification of

educational objectives and further the division in object sub-areas

introduced through the requirement analysis. (When reporting this

analysis we called them "content areas". However, since the word

"content" is used not only in the sense of subject matter but also

in the sense of objective, i.e. also comprising behaviour, cf. 4.4,

we have instead chosen the expression "object sub-areas".)

For each sub-area we shall take the results of the requirement

analysis into consideration. Of course, we are aware of the fact

that these results must be treated with some caution. The difficulties

of this empirical goal analysis are described in the previous report

on this investigation. The technique used was a new one and surely

had the shortcomings of the first attempt. The evaluators were not

accustomed to questions of this type. However, we should not minimize

the value of the requirement analysis too much. There are clear

tendencies in the findings, and they are founded on answers from more

than four hundred experts in the field of literary instruction.

The results of the requirement analysis are, however, only

something that we start from. We shall discuss them with regard to

the text of the present Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum

(of 1969) as well as from our own point of view.

As far as the Comprehensive School Curriculum is concerned, it

must still be pointed out that we are not quoting a systematic list
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of curricular objectives from this source, as there is no such list.

What we are quoting are isolated expressions found in different

connections either in the General section or in the Supplements.

Some principles and difficulties in constructing a list of

curricular objectives will first be pointed out.

Functional (long-term) objectives

In the goal document as well as in the requirement analysis we have

made use of a taxonomy for the classification of educational objec-

tives devised in the course of the project. In this two-dimensional

taxonomy not only object areas but also types of behaviour are taken

into consideration. These types are reproductional, higher cognitive,

emotional, conative, creative and functional behaviour.

Functional behaviour is seen as a complex of all other behavioural

types. Such behaviour is defined as an integrated behaviour, action

patterns that one above all expects of the pupil after leaving

school, though they should, of course, develop during the pupil's

school-days. These objectives are thus long-term objectives to a

great extent. We think that such objectives should be listed among

the curricular objectives, and when other curricular objectives are

considered, that they should be valued according to whether they

can be said to be hierarchically subordinated to an accepted functional

objective. For each object area we shall, therefore, try to formulate

one or more functional objectives.

Objectives describing behaviour of types other than functional

In the theory behind the taxonomy it is taken for granted that the

different behavioural types have hierarchical connections with each

other. Higher cognitive behaviour builds on reproduction (knowledge).

Both cognition and emotion are a basis for conation (interest and so

on). Knowledge and judgment (reproduction and higher cognition) as

well as feeling and interest (emotion and conation) are behind

creative behaviour.

Even if there is no rigid system (perhaps it could be said that

all types of behaviour influence each other), if our final aim is

to reach a functional objective, it seems that we should put forward
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a sequenced series of curricular objectives belonging to the

different behavioural types in order to securE the integrated

behaviour.

On the other hand, it can be argued that one c-n have an opinion

on the relative importance of different types of behaviour, especially

when it concerns definite object sub-areas. In some cases one may

feel that it is sufficient with some elementary knowledge. In other

cases one may want to stress the importance of emotional, conative

or creative behaviour.

The requirement analysis questionnaire contained a number of goal

descriptions, all classified as belonging to some behavioural type.

When the recipients estimated the importance of these objectives,

they therefore also had to make decisions on the relative importance

of different behavioural types with respect to specified types of

objects of behaviour. Sometimes one, sometimes another behavioural

type was preferred.

We think that this must be the result when choosing from possible

objectives. In the following list of curricular objectives it also

often happens that only some behavioural types are dealt with in a

certain object sub-area. It must, however, be important that different

types of behaviour are represented among the objectives belonging

to an object area as a whole.

Difficulties encountered when trying to state curricular objectives

where the objects of behaviour do not belong +.o art

The attempt to formulate a number of curricular objectives concerning
the pupils" contact with the art form termed literature can be
regarded as a reasonable duty of the project. Such objectives are in

the terminology of the used taxonomy said to belong to the aesthetic

object area. When it is a matter of the teaching where the objectives
(in the terminology of the taxonomy) belong to object areas other
than the aesthetic, we encounter a different situation, however.

The eligible procedure should be to select a number of curricular
objectives already formulated for the Comprehensive School, objec-

tives for which procedures including the use of literature could

advantageously be constructed. There is, however, no explicitly

formulated list of such objectives.
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This calls attention to an important task that ought to be taken
up as soon as possible by Swedish educational research. To deal with
the whole field of the Comprehensive

School was more than the
project could undertake or was commissioned to do.

Our lists of curricular objectives in object areas other than
the aesthetic are only fragments of the lists that should be put
forward by curricular

teams dealing with these areas. We are listing
the pieces of these lists where literature seems to be useful as an
educational aid. As material for our discussions we have had the
objectives found through the goal document analysis. That these
objectives really do belong to the curricular objectives of the
Swedish Comprehensive School, we have to support on more or less
vague formulations in the present

Comprehensive School Curriculum
and on the results of the requirement

analysis. In the case of the
Curriculum, it may be pointed out that it, with its several supple-
ments, presents a very big text mass, where objectives, explicitly
expressed or oiily stated in an implicit way, may be found anywhere.

The specification of the objects of behaviour in curricular objectives
As was pointed out in chapter 2, the objects of behaviour described
in curricular

objectives can be given a greater or less scope. We
used the example "Interprets the political message of a novel"
comparing it with "Interprets the message of literary works". Both
are curricular objectives, since no procedures are described.

It seems impossible to state in a general way how specified the
object of behaviour should be in a curricular objective. We must
decide this from case to case. This implies that differences in this
respect are found in our following list. In several cases we have
consciously given the object of behaviour a rather wide scope. Thi
has something to do with our difficulties, referred to above, in
formulating curricular objectives in other object areas than the
aesthetic. An example is our formulation: "Takes an interest in the
state of affairs in different countries and during different periods".If we specified the object of behaviour more, we could, for example,get the objective: "Takes an interest in the state of affairs in
classical antiquity". This objective is indeed one where literature,
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not least children's literature, could be a very valuable instruc-

tional aid. But to form an opinion as to what importance should be

attached to classical antiquity in the Swedish Comprehensive School

is a problem that we hardly think can be the business of our project.

We shall, therefore, in this case use this very unspecified formula-

tion of the object of behaviour. In other cases our objects are

much more specified, however.

When a curricular objective in our list states rather unspecified

objects of behaviour, it can and perhaps must be divided into

several curricular objectives expressing more specified objects.

When we are already in this report giving examples of procedures

and criteria headed by curricular objectives, we shall sometimes

have reason to formulate a more specified curricular objective.

The verbs describing behaviour in curricular objectives

The objectives formulated by the LIGRU Project always begin with a

verb, generally in the third person singular present tense, the

subject "the pupil" being understood. We have worked with a list of

suitable verbs but may be inclined to use a fairly small amount of

them. "Gives an account of" is a common expression when we want to

describe reproductional behaviour, "reflects upon" when we want to

state higher cognitive behaviour, etc. In certain cases only the

category of behaviour (in our taxonomy) is expressed, as in "Is

emotionally involved with the characters and course of events in

literary works". We could also have written "behaves in a higher

cognitive way with regard to" instead of "reflects upon". But we

thought this cumbersome and unnecessary.

If we use the expression "is emotionally involved with", it must,

of course, often be apt to define the behaviour in a more specified

way when stating a procedure and criterion objective: "enjoys",

"disapproves of", etc. Also when using an expression such as "reflects

upon", it may be desirable and, of course, permissible to use another

verb in a procedure and criterion objective broken down from the

curricular, if this seems more adequate. The condition is, however,

that the behavioural category is not changed. We want to stress that

the main purpose of the choice of a verb is that a behaviour of a

certain type (in our taxonomy) should be explicitly stated.
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The disposition of the discussion of the curricular objectives is

as follows:

A. Teaching in order to bring about contacts with the art form

literature (Object area: Aesthetic) (3.1)

Functional (long-term) objectives (3.1.1)

Sub-area: The literary works and their content (3.1.2)

Sub-area: The form of literature (3.1.3)

Sub-area: Evaluation of literary works (3.1.4)

Sub-area: The authors (3.1.5)

Sub-area: Literature in society (3.1.6)

Sub-area: Literary creativity (3.1.7)

B. Teaching with the aid of literature wKen the objects of the expected

behaviour do not belong to art (3.2)

Object area: Mental hygiene (3.2.1)

Object area: Ethical-social (3.2.2)

Object area: Language-oriented (3.2.3)

Object area: Society-oriented (3.2.4)

Other object areas (3.2.5)



3.1 Teaching in order to bring about contacts with the art form

literature (Object area: Aesthetic)

3.1.1 Functional (long -term) objectives

In the requirement analysis questionnaire, we had listed four

objectives in the aesthetic area which we regarded as functional.

They have all been placed in the upper half by the evaluators (a

6-point scale was used ranging from 0 to 5; the median is the median

for the 38 goal descriptions belonging to this object area):

ilean

Has a positive attitude to literature 4.5

Is in the habit of consuming literature 4.1

Selects his literature carefully 3.6

Keeps himself informed of what is going on in

the literary world 3.2

21

Median

These four functional objectives are not alien to the Swedish

Comprehensive School Curriculum, even though the Curriculum does not

differentiate between functional and objectives of other behavioural

types.

"Has a positive attitude to literature" we thus find in the words:

"A continuous programme for reading instruction implies among other

things that the teacher... maintains the pupils' : ositive attitude

to reading and, by means of books for children and young people,

develops their interest in independent reading of more demanding

literature" (General section, 133; Supplement. Swedish, 18). The

statement: "The instruction in Swedish ought to stimulate the pupils'

desire for reading, to arouse their interest in literature", placed

in the paragraphs defined as expressing the goals for the subject

Swedish (General section, 128), may also belong here. Formally, the

objectives are conative, but it seems reasonable to regard them as

functional.

"Is in the habit of consuming literature" is a goal found in

expressions such as "Free reading is profitable for school work and

can enrich the leisure time of the pupils during and after their

school-days" (General section, 134; Supplement. Swedish, 22) and
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"The teacher should at an early stage try to stimulate interested

pupils to read in groups or in starting book-clubs" (Supplement.

Swedish, 21).

"Selects his literature can:fully" is manifested in: "In subjects

dealing with aesthetic questions the problem of objectivity is

brought to the fore when one has to form an opinion about different

currents and trends in taste within literature, pictorial art, music,

architecture, dramatic art and applied art... Working with this, the

pupils get to know the problems of style and taste and increase

their ability to consciously apprehend, acquire and appraise aesthetic

qualities..." (General section, 43) and, more specifically concerning

the media film and television: "Comparisons between the opinions of

different critics can show how these opinions agree with one-s own

experience. The value of an independent attitude in the choice of

programmes as well as to the programmes that one sees, should be

stressed" (Supplement. Swedish, 24).

"Keeps himself informed of what is going on in the literary world"

we find expressed in the following words: "A long-term objective

ought to be to interest the pupils in taking part in the varied

cultural life that man comes across in our society, and that is

supplied by books, newspapers and journals, theatre, radio, film,

and television. It should be important to the school to contribute

to the creating of a candid attitude to cultural activities of

different kinds and to get the pupils into the habit of following

the development of forms of express:on in, for example, literature,

theatre, and film" (General section, 1;11; Supplement. Swedish, 22).

We think that we, with these expressions of the Curriculum in

mind and with the support of the requirement analysis, can consider

all four objectives as reasonable functional objectives.

Functional (long-term) objectives for the teaching in order to bring

about contacts with the art form literature:

Has a positive attitude to literature

Is in the habit of consuming literature

Selects his literature carefully

Keeps himself informed of what is going'on in the literary world
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3.1.2 Sub-area: The literary works and their content

In the requirement analysis questionnaire we had ten objectives that

we defined in our report as belonging to the sub-area The literary

works and their content". There was, however, another area defined

as "The reception of the literary work by the consumer" that we now

think should be combined with the first mentioned. Here we had six

goal descriptions, but we have already classified three of them as

functional ("Has a positive attitude to literature", "Is in the habit

of consuming literature", "Selects his literature carefully"). Thus

we shall consider here the evaluators" view on the following

thirteen objectives:
Mean

Derives pleasure from literary works (emotional) 4.6

Looks for literature t,n his own initiative (conative) 4.3

Is arrested by the excitement and atmosphere of

literary works (emotional) 4.1

Reflects upon the people and course of events in literary

works (higher cognitive) 3.9

Is emotionally involved with the characters and course

of events in literary works (emotional) 3.5

Interprets the message of literary works (higher cognitive) 3.5

Is emotionally reached by the message of literry works

(emotional) 3.4

Median

Reflects upon the similarities and differences between

literary works from different periods (higher cognitive) 2.5

Takes an interest in the history of literature (conative) 2.4

Can give an account of the content of some literary works

(reproductional) 2.3

Can give an account of the main outlines of the develop-

ment of literature (reproductional) 2.2

Can list a number of book titles and/or authors

(reproductional) 1.5

Can recite poetry by heart or qucte passages from

literary works (reproductional) 1.3
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There may be reason for noting that among the seven objectives

above the median, five are emotional or conative and only two (higher)

cognitive, whereas among the six objectives below the median only

one is conative and the other five cognitive (four of them reproduc-

tional). The conative one concerns the history of literature, and it

is obvious that history is deemed unimportant - the three objectives

dealing with this are placed below the median. There we also find

knowledge of the content of (some specified, outstanding) literary

works as well as the reciting of poetry and the quoting of passages

from literary works.

The history of literature is almost absent in the Comprehensive

School Curriculum, to There are only passages aimed at the senior

department. One mentions an example of deeper study: "As an exercise

in deeper study in the last form, an introductory survey of modern

Swedish literature starting with Strindberg can be suitable",

immediately adding, however, that "literary currents ought to be

touched upon with great caution" (Supplement. Swedish, 22). The same

paragraph also speaks of "comparing earlier texts with more modern

ones in order to show how authors from different times and countries

treat similar motifs". The context does not seem absolutely clear,

but it may be supposed that the Curriculum is also here speaking of

the last form. The history of drama is mentioned specifically in

connection with the study of drama in the senior department: "Outlook

on the history of drama and theatre" (Supplement. Swedish, 15),

'Orientation on the history and present development of the theatre

can be given in connection with the pupils' theatre experiences"

(Supplement. Art, 14; Art being an optional subject at the senior

department).

The content of the literary works, that is, of some specified,

outstanding works, is not stressed, either. Only the senior department

is aimed at in the following passage: "In the senior department the
poetry

presentations of lyric will also have the purpose of making some of

our most noted lyric poets known to the pupils" (Supplement. Swedish,

21).

We think that we can omit the objectives that ended up below the

median in the requirement analysis. Perhaps we should not forget

knowledge of contemporary authors of children's books. This question

will, however, be dealt with in the sub-area The authors (3.1.6).
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The objectives above the median are, on the other hand, stressed

by the Curriculum.

"Derives pleasure from literary works" is already to be found

on the first pages giving general aims and guide-lines: "Among

other things the school must try to teach them to understand and

enjoy art, literature, music and nature" (General section, 13).

"Looks for literature on his own initiative" is present in the

passage: "Great care is to be devoted to stimulating the pupils'

free choice in reading and borrowing of books. Free reading is

profitable for school work and can enrich the leisure time of the

pupils during and after their school-days. Thus the pupils should

often be given time for silent reading of their own choice." (General

section, 134; Supplement. Swedish, 22.) (Note: The second sentence

expresses a functional objective and is, therefore, already quoted

above. The conative objective in the first and third sentences is

evidently seen as hierarchically subordinated to the functional.)

"Is arrested by the excitement and atmosphere of literary works"

is, in fact, taken word for word from the Curriculum, where "humour"

is also mentioned. "The pupils must be given an opportunity, relatively

undisturbed, to experience a text, to be arrested by excitement,

humour, and atmosphere, when they listen to reading as well as when

they are vholly engaged in silent reading:. (General section, 133;

Supplement. Swedish, 20.)

"Reflects upon the people and course of events in literary works"

and the related emotional objective, "Is emotionally involved with

the characters and course of events in literary works", are both

found in the expression: "A type of improvised creation... is a more

or less sketchy dramatization of a narrative, a poem, a part of a

novel, or the like, with the aim of effecting a personal experience

of the text read. Such work should be founded on an analysis of motifs

and characters" (Supplement. Art, 13). To be sure, this concerns only

the senior department (Art being an optional subject at this

department), it the following words are related to all departments

and can be interpreted as a stressing of the emotional objective:

"The discussions and tasks which in other cases occur ought to aim

at giving a richer experience of the text, at absorbing the pupils
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in what is read and at enticing their imagination into thoughts about

the people and motifs of the text" (General section, 133; Supplement.

Swedish, 20).

"Interprets the message of literary works" is clearly expressed

in connection with films and television: "Such a method can among

other things be suitable in order to reveal the message or the

purpose of a film or a television programme" (Supplement. Swedish,

23), but also appears when the reading of poems is dealt with: "It

is not necessary that the pupil understands every word; it is the

total impression, the feeling and the message that have to be

perceived" (Supplement. Swedish, 21).

In the question of the related emotional objective Is emotionally

reached by the message of literary works", we may once again refer

to the passage already quoted: "The discussions and tasks which in

other cases occur ought to aim at giving a richer experience of the

text, at absorbing the pupils in what is read and at enticing their

imagination into thoughts about the people and motifs of the text"

(General section, 133; Supplement. Swedish, 20), since the not wholly

clear word "motifs" may also include the message.

We could therefore be satisfied with listing the seven objectives

above the median. There are, however, some points to be discussed.

The objective, "Is arrested by excitement and atmosphere of

literary works" could, to a certain extent, be seen as a specification

of "Derives pleasure from literary works". This is, of course, also

valid for the objective, "Is arrested by the humour in literary

works" which we will bring together with the former. We do not

think, however, that we could substitute "Derives pleasure from

literary works"by those more specified objectives. Deriving pleasure

can have a broader signification.

In two objectives the pupil's behaviour is described by the

expressions "is emotionally involved with" and "is emotionally

reached by". The reason for the choice of verb type in these goal

descriptions was the wish to limit the number of items in the

questionnaire. As was pointed out in the introduction to this chapter,

it could be suitable to specify the emotional behaviour, by referring,

for example, to enjoying or disapproving. We think it, however,
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permissible to use the more general expressions in these cases,

since the specified type of emotional behaviour is,to some extent,

dependent on the literary work used in the instructional procedure.

The objectives show that some type of emotional response is desired.

The conative objective, "Looks for literature on his own

initiative", used in the requirement analysis and approved of by

the evaluators, is perhaps too specified. With regard to the functional

objective, "Has a positive attitude to literature", we should now

like to formulate this objective rather generally: "Takes an interest

in literature". The pupils' free choice in reading and borrowing

of books, accentuated by the Curriculum, may perhaps in the first

place be seen as a procedure chosen in order to reach this objective.

We thus propose the following seven objectives belonging to the

sub-area The

Objective

Objective

Objective

Objective

Objective

Objective

Objective

literary works and their content:

1: Derives pleasure from literary works (emotional)

2: Is arrested by the excitement, atmosphere and humour

of literary works (emotional)

3: Takes an interest in literature (conative)

4: Reflects upon the people and course of events in

literary works (higher cognitive)

5: Is emotionally involved with the characters and

course of events in literary works (emotional)

6: Interprets the message of literary works (higher

cognitive)

7: Is emotionally reached by the message of literary

works (emotional)
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3.1.3 Sub-area: The form of literature

The requirement analysis questionnaire had seven goal descriptions

concerning the form of literature. Only one was placed above the

median:

Mean

Finds pleasure in appreciating the formal traits of

literary works (choice of words, sentence structure,

figurative language, rhythm, composition) (emotional) 3.2

Median

Observes the stylistic features of literary works (choice

of words, sentence structure, figurative language,

rhythm) (higher cognitive)

Is interested in the form of literature (conative)

Reflects upon the composition of literary works

(higher cognitive)

Can name different genres (reproductional)

Classifies a literary work (genres, motifs, etc)

(higher cognitive)

Can give an account of principles concerning style,

composition, rhythm, and figurative language

(reproductional)

2.7

2.6

2.3

2.1

2.1

2.1

The Comprehensive School Curriculum seems to mention the vocabulary

of literary theory only when the optional subject Art (senior

department) is dealt with: "Teaching must be directed towards a

gradually increased formation of concepts and an enlarged vocabulary

by providing it with necessary terms from different artistic fields"

(General section, 208; Supplement. Art, 14). (The reading of "belles

lettres" is mentioned in this connection. Fictional literature is

probably being aimed at.) Thus such vocabulary cannot be said to be

stressed. The naming of different genres and the classifying of

literary works are absent.

That stylistic features are to be observed is emphasized, however.

"The reading of different kinds of literature is a natural way of ...

developing the sense of language and style" (General section, 132;

Supplement. Swedish, 16). "When the pupils are ready, their attention

can also be drawn to style" (Supplement. Swedish, 20 f).
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"Something about the means that make theatre effective" (middle

department); "Information about the technical prerequisites of

drama and theatre and their language of form" (senior department)

(Supplement. Swedish, 15). The registering of composition is touched

upon with regard to films and television programmes, when it is said

that the pupils "express what they have experienced as essential

key positions or turning-points in the film" (Supplement. Swedish, 23).

On the other hand, we have found no emotional (such as finding

pleasure in appreciating the formal traits of literary works) or

conative objectives (such as to be interested in the form of

literature).

The examining of the Comprehensive School Curriculum thus seems

to show a certain agreement between the Curriculum and the experts

of the requirement analysis, but also a certain disagreement. That

the experts in the first place have valued the emotional experience

of the form of literature is interesting. When reporting on the

requirement analysis we interpreted this in the light of the tendency

to stress the receiver more than the work of art.

However, if we limit ourselves to the emotional objective placed

above the median, the problem arises that some knowledge of and

reflection upon the formal traits must be prerequisites of the

emotional experience. If we are afraid of upsetting the emphasis

on the emotional objective, there is the possibility of taking

reproductional and higher cognitive behaviour into consideration

only when constructing instructional procedures. But with regard to

the existence in the Comprehensive School Curriculum of objectives

concerning the observing of stylistic features, and seeing that

the higher cognitive objective was tbd most valued among the six

objectives below the median, we are also listing this objective.

It is, however, supplemented by the emotional objective above the

median in spite of the fact that it is absent from the Curriculum.

We thus propose the following two objectives belonging to the

sub-area The form of literature:

Objective 8: Observes the stylistic features of literary works

such as choice of words, figurative language, rhythm

and composition (higher cognitive)
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Objective 9: Finds pleasure in observing the formal traits of

literary works such as choice of words, figurative

language, rhythm and composition (emotional)
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3.1.4 Sub-area: Evaluation of literary works

In the requirement analysis questionnaire we had four goal descriptions

concerning the evaluation of literary works. They got the following

placings:

Mean

Evaluates literature on the basis of his own

criteria (higher cognitive) 3.2

Seeks criteria in order to b.': able to evaluate

literature in a better was (conative) 3.1

Creates his own criteria for evaluating literature

(creative) 3.1

Evaluates literature on the basis of criteria

laid down by others (higher cognitive) 1.4

Median

The functional objective, t9 which the objectives in this sub-area

should contribute, is "Selects his literature carefully". Some

corresponding expressions in the Comprehensive School Curriculum

have been quoted in 3.1.1. The more general statement "discusses

literature" can be seen as a description of procedure, but may

perhaps sometimes be interpreted as an objective concerning evalua-

tion, for example: "The pupils ought to be given many opportunities

of discussing poems spontaneously" (Supplement. Swedish, 21). A

critical contents analysis could also be a form of evaluation:

"Instruction in comics aught to be pursued in connection with the

subject Swedish, and from the beginning aim at getting the pupils

into the habit of making a critical contents analysis" (Supplement.

Drawing, 24).

The expression "applies criteria" seems, however, to be absent.

Nor is the problem discussed as to whether the criteria should be

those laid down by experts or the consumer's own.

In the material- from our goal document analysis we find several

different expressions concerning the evaluation of literary works

such as "judges books through distinguishing genuine emotions from

facile explanations and argumentation", "discovers weak passages in

a book like superficial presentation", "distinguishes between
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literature that is original and imaginative and that which depends

upon formula and cliché", "recognizes the story that is organic, that

is held together with a basic underlying truth", "evaluates the

structure of the plot, validity of theme, authenticity of setting,

depth and realism of characterization,use of figurative language".

We did not list such different criteria in the questionnaire, however,

thinking that the choice of criteria belonged to the choice of

procedures.

The distinction between evaluation through the pupils- own

criteria and through criteria laid down in a standard curriculum or

chosen by the teacher, also to be found in the material from the

goal document analysis, was, on the other hand, introduced in the

questionnaire. The view of the evaluators in this case is quite

definite. The pupils' own criteria are preferred.

If his own criteria are to be applied by the pupil, he must first

seek such criteria. We had put two goal descriptions in the question-

naire, "Seeks criteria in order to be able to evaluate literature in

a better way" and "Creates his own criteria for evaluating literature".

The first one was regarded as conative, the second as creative. On

second thoughts we are inclined to think that the two goal descriptions

are fairly synonymous and that the evaluators may have regarded them

as such (they have got the same mean). Creating, in the real sense

of the word, of new criteria for evaluating literature is not easy

for the specialist in the field and hardly a behaviour to be expected

of the pupils in the Comprehensive School.

The choosing of criteria pre-supposes a realization that there are

differences between literary works, knowledge of possible criteria

and reflection upon them. We think that the active reflection upon

and discussion of evaluative criteria should be put forward as one

of the objectives of this sub-area. What we and the evaluators really

mean by seeking and creating criteria is perhaps the independent

evaluation of literary works, which implies an application of

criteria at one's own option. This will mean that we are proposing

only higher cognitive objectives (and evaluation is a higher

cognitive behaviour). The conative aspect is, however, comprised as

a prerequisite for the latter objective.
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We thus propose the following two objectives belonging to the

sub-area Evaluation of literary works:

Objective 10: Reflects upon possible criteria for literary

evaluation (higher cognitive)

Objective 11: Evaluates literature in an independent way, applying

criteria according to his own choice (higher cognitive)
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3.1.5 Sub-area: The authors

This sub-area could be said to be represented by five goal descrip-

tions in the requirement analysis questionnaire. (Strictly speaking,

one concerns not the authors, but the history of literature. The

authors may belong to what is taught in this connection, however.)

The evaluators' view on those five objectives is as follows:

Mean

Median
Is interested in knowing more about the author

(conative)

Takes an interest in the history of literature

(conative)

Reflects upon the connection between the life

and work of the author (higher cognitive)

Reflects upon the literary creative process

(higher cognitive)

Can list a number of book titles and/or authors

(reproductional)

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.0

1.5

There is a passage in the Comprehensive School Curriculum that could

be interpreted as implying objectives belonging to this sub-area:

When pupils are absorbed in the reading of a text, it would some-

times be advisable to pay more thorough attention to the author of
the text. The teacher can tell the pupils about him himself, or,

one or a couple of pupils can search for information about the

author. The pupils often take an interest in knowing something of the

human being behind the work. Pictures of an author and his environ-

ment, episodes from his life, the author's own voice on record or

tape can increase the interest in reading his works. One also ought

to take advantage of any opportunity to invite authors to the school

to talk about their work, read from their writings and talk with

their readers." (Supplement. Swedish, 22.)

It seems likely that the low placing of the objectives concerning

the author in the requirement analysis has a good deal to do with a

dissociation from what seems to be old-fashioned instruction in

author biography. It is indeed striking that not one of the objectives
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are put in the upper half. In reporting the requirement analysis

we have interpreted this fact as a manifestation of a general trend

to emphasize the literary response rather than the literary work.

We have, however, a functional objective which we °trot to

consider in this connection: "Keeps himself informed of what is going

on in the literary world". This is a long-term objective, but it

could also appear as a functional objective during school-days. The

objective could be seen as stating that the pupil is keeping himself

informed of his own literary surroundings, which should mean of new

children's books, films, etc.

In this connection we would like once again to consider the

following words of the Curriculum, quoted in 3.1.1, and now from a

particular viewpoint: "A continuous programme for reading instruction

implies, among other things, that the teacher... maintains the

pupils' positive attitude to reading and, by means of books for

children and young people, develops their interest in independent

reading of more demanding literature" (General section, 133; Supplement.

Swedish, 18). The special viewpoint is the distinction between "books

for children and young people" and "more demanding literature". We

think that this distinction is hardly a happy one. It could easily

be thought to imply that a dividing line could be drawn between

children's books and "real" literature. There are qualitative

differences in literature for children in the same way as in litera-

ture for adults. But the most outstanding works for children belong

to "world literature". We want to train the children to get used to

acquainting themselves with such authors as belong to "world litera-

ture". Taking the pupil characteristics into consideration, it seems

most appropriate, at least at the junior and middle departments,

to interpret this as authors of children's books belonging to "world

literature".

The place of children's books in the Curriculum is not wholly

clear. They are mentioned several times, but it may be that they are

recommended mostly as a means for the reading of "more demanding"

literature. The paragraphs captioned Goals (for the subject Swedish)

contain the words: "Through reading literature suited to their

developmental level, the pupils ought to become acquainted with some
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important authors, mainly from recent times" (General section, 128).

One could interpret this along the lines of our previous reasoning:

The literature aimed at should be modern children's books, films

etc, which by definition are produced with regard to the "developmental

level" of the pupils. It may be, however, that this is not the

intention. The statement can also be interpreted as referring to

modern adult literature, and the reference to tha "developmental

level" as implying that the selection is made according to the

capacity and interests of the pupils. This interpretation becomes

likely when one notes that the same words are used when the "main

items" of the senior department (school years 7-9) are enumerated:

"In their reading of literature, the pupils ought to become acquainted

with some important authors, mainly from contemporary times" (General

section, 130). However, when the Curriculum deals with Danish and

Norwegian literature, it is stressed that the school library must

contain books for children and young people in those languages.

Through access to such books "the teacher has an opportunity of

stimulating the pupils into free reading and increased acquaintance

with Scandinavian literature for children and young people" (Supplement.

Swedish, 36).

What we have asserted is that all children ought to make contacts

with the child culture created by adults, and that, if the pupils

keep themselves informed of contemporary literary child culture,

this could be hoped-to contribute to one of the functional objectives

of the Comprehensive School. Besides, knowledge of prominent authors

of children's books will be of use to the pupils even as adults, and

not only with regard to their role as parents. The long-term objective

we are hoping fur is that they, as adults, will keep themselves

informed of new literature on the whole; of course of new literature

for adults, but also of new literature for children.

We therefore think that one objective should concern knowledge

of prominent authors of contemporary children's books and some of

their works. This reasoning does not prevent one from paying atten-

tion to authors of adult literature, too. The experts of the

requirement analysis do not seem to attach great weight to objectives

concerning the authors, but some authors of adult literature should

surely be known at the senior department.
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We must, however, also train more specifically the habit of

following what is going on in the literary world. In the individual

such a habit may most easily manifest itself for the first time as

an interest in one or several favourite authors whose new publications

me looked forward to.

We thus propose the following two objectives belonging to the

sub-area The authors:

Objective 12: Mentions some prominent authors of contemporary

(children's) literature and examples of their works

(reproductional)

Objective 13: Is interested in some authors of (children's) books

(conative)



3.1.6 Sub-area: Literature in society

The requirement analysis questionnaire had four goal descriptions

concerning literature in society. One of those ("Keeps himself

informed of what is going on in the literary world") we have already

listed as functional. The other three got the following placings:

Mean

Can give an account of how to obtain information

about literature and how to gain access to

literature(reproductional) 3.4

Reflects upon the importance of literature to man

(higher cognitive) 3.3

Can give an account of the book's progress from the

author via the publisher to the bookseller and

library (reproductional) 1.6

38

Median

There it not much of this kind in the Comprehensive School

Curriculum. But some objectives must be considered to be subordinate

to the functional objective, "Keeps himself informed of what is going

on in the literary world", which we have understood to be present

in the passage quoted in 3.1.1: "A long-term objective ought to be

to interest the pupils in taking part in the varied cultural life

that man comes across in our society and that is supplied by books,

newspapers and journals, theatre, radio, film, and television. It

should be important to the school to contribute to the creating of

a candid attitude to cultural activities of different kinds and to

get the pupils into the habit of following the development of forms

of expression in, for example, literature, theatre, and film."

These sentences are also preceded by the following: "It is important

that the pupils, already at school, become acquainted with different

kinds of cultural activity of society. Visits, for example, to the

libraries and museums of the district ought to be normal features

of instruction." (General section, 134; Supplement. Swedish, 22.) -

In connection with information about professional theatre the

expression "the function of the theatre in society" is found

(Supplement. Swedish, 12).
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When discussing the sub-area The authors, we have maintained that

the functional objective, "Keeps himself informed of what is going

on in the literary world", should be given a foundation at school

by the pupils' contact with the literary culture, not least with

the literary child culture created by adults. Knowledge of prominent

authors of contemporary (children's) literature and some of their

works was therefore included in our list of objectives. It seems

logical that we formulate an objective concerning the production

and distribution of (children's) books, theatre and films in the same

way.

The evaluators of the requirement analysis have differentiated

in a very pronounced way between the two objectives above and the

one below the median. In comparing the approved objectives and the

one not accepted, we can discern the concentration of interest in the

receiver. It will seem that the evaluators have meant that it is

important that the literary consumer knows how to obtain information

about literature and how to gain access to it, but that it is not

important to have knowledge of the productive process itself. When

formulating the objective, "Gives an account of how to obtain

information about (children's) books, theatre, films, etc. and how

to gain access thereto", we think of the knowledge of how to

obtain information on the recent production of books, theatre, and

films, how to find books at the booksellers and at the libraries,

and how to find out about theatrical, cinema, etc. performances.

The formulation of the objective, "Reflects upon the importance

of literature to man", approved of by the evaluators, could in our

opinion be improved through stressing the importance of literature

to children as well as to adults.

We thus propose the following two objectives belonging to the

sub-area Literature in society:

Objective 14: Gives an account of how to obtain information about

(children's) books, theatre, films, etc. and how

to gain access thereto (reproductional)

Objective 15: Reflects upon the importance of literature to

children and to adults (higher cognitive)
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3.1.7 Sub-area: Literary creativity

Four goal descriptions concerning the pupils" literary creativity

were incorporated in the requirement analysis questionnaire. The

result was as follows:

Finds satisfaction in expressing himself in a

literary form (emotional)

Gives expression to his experiences in a

literary form (plays with words, tells

stories, writes poetry, etc) (creative)

Mean

3.5

Re-creates his literary experiences through

dramatization, painting, composing, etc

(creative)

Pictures in his imagination characters and

the course of events in literature (creative)

40

3.4

Median

3.0

2.9

The Comprehensive School Curriculum clearly stresses creative

behaviour with regard to literature.

When the Curriculum says that "reading fictional literature often

gives a greater imaginative experience" (that is, than reading

ordinary prose) (Supplement. Swedish, 20), this imaginative experience

must be an implicit objective. This must also be the case when the

suitability of utilizing radio plays is maintained: "Performances

of radio plays can be taped and... become the object of deeper studies

in the group. Moreover, the pupils become creative to a greater

extent than when they see plays on television or on the stage, since

they have to form conceptions of characters and -,nments in the

play. In that way radio theatre develops imagi. )a% ad the talent

for active listening." (Supplement. Art, 14.) The latter text, where

the wording of the requirement analysis questionnaire item, "Pictures

in his imagination characters and the course of events in literature",

is encountered, belongs to an optional subject in the senior depart-

ment. But this objective must also be the tenor of the former text,

which has reference to all pupils.
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"Re-creates his literary experiences through dramatization,

painting, composing, etc" is encountered in the following expressions

of the Curriculum: "One can play at situations and environments

starting from ... fairy tales, myths and stories, lyric poetry,

films, comics, television and radio programmes" (Supplement. Swedish,

8), "An eventful story, a fairy tale or other literary material in

verse or prose can be retold by the pupils and be illustrated with,

for example, a series of pictures, sound tape, sound tape with slides,

film, choral speech, dramatization, singing and playing" (Supplement.

Swedish, 19), "Considerable time ought to be devoted to the pupils"

free pictorial narrative, which gives them an opportunity to give

personal expression to experiences and ideas. Stimulation can be

got from... drama, film, fairy tales, and stories" (General section,

153), "Drawing, painting, modelling and other creative manual work

included in the subject "hembygdskunskap" (which is a subject in the

junior department comprising local history, geography and nature

studies) should be given considerable scope in teaching. It ought

to give the pupils an opportunity to describe experiences freely

and to illustrate stories, fairy tales, songs, and games from their

own imagination" (General section, 181).

"Gives expression to his experiences in a literary form" we find

in passages such as "Lyric attempts by the pupils must be supported

and encouraged" (General section, 133; Supplement. Swedish, 22),

"For school beginners drawing and painting is a preliminary stage

to writing. The children give explanations of their drawings...

The accounts gradually take the form of short fairy tales or stories"

(General section, 134; Supplement. Swedish, 26), "A free written

narrative will naturally dominate during the first school years. At

all stages this form of writing ought to be encouraged and stimulated

... As in oral presentation, stories with material from the pupils"

own imagination as well as from reality will dominate throughout

their school-days" (Supplement. Swedish, 26), "The pupils- mainly

improvised dramatic creativity, as well as their experience of

dramatic literature and the art of presentation, are of importance

for the development of personality" (General section, 132; Supplement.

Swedish, 7), "Writing in connection with free dramatization can, as

early as from the junior department, be undertaken by two or more

pupils working together... At the higher stages interested pupils can

produce scenes, plays and film scripts" (Supplement. Swedish, 26).
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The emotional objective, "Finds satisfaction in expressing himself

in a literary form", does not seem to be stated explicitly in the

Curriculum. It can, however, be supposed to be implicit in some of

the passages quoted above.

In the requirement analysis two of the goal descriptions ended

up above the median and two below. The distinction can be interpreted

as an expression of the general tendency among the evaluators to

stress the receiver rather than the literary works. The two goal

descriptions above the median deal with the expression of the pupil's

experiences, in the two below the median, existing literature is

the basis of creativity. We can note, however, that the two objectives

placed somewhat lower are only just below the median.

We think that we should also attach importance to these two

latter objectives with regard to the wording of the Comprehensive

School Curriculum. But they could perhaps be united in one, an

objective expressing a re-creating of the literary experiences in

the imagination, for example, manifesting itself as retelling,

playing, painting, etc.

It seems absolutely clear that an objective concerning the pupil's

expression of his own experiences in a literary form should be

formulated. But it may not be necessary to include the emotional

objective, "Finds satisfaction in expressing himself in a literary

form", too, since literary creativity does not seem possible without

such an emotional experience.

We thus propose the following two objectives belonging to the

sub-area Literary creativity:

Objective 16: Re-creates his literary experiences in his imagination

(for example, by retelling, playing, painting, etc.)

(creative)

Objective 17: Gives expression to his experiences in a literary

form (creative)
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3.2 Teaching with the aid of literature when the objects of the expected

behaviour do not belong to art

The general problems that we encounter when we proceed to the

curricular objectives of object areas other than the aesthetic have

been dealt with at the beginning of this chapter. Since we are

taking, as we have done above, the results of the requirement

analysis into consideration in the following discussion, we must

also add here a description of the second section of the requirement

analysis questionnaire, the section that dealt with objectives other

than aesthetic ones.

In this second section we had listed seventy-two goal descriptions.

They were divided among the four object areas, where we, in the goal

document analysis, had registered most goal descriptions, viz. the

area of mental hygiene, the ethical-social area, the language-

oriented area, and the society-oriented area. For each object area

we had selected three object sub-areas that together were to

represent the object area. The four object areas will be dealt with

in 3.2.1 - 3.2.4. We think it beyond question that those four are

the object areas where literature has the most important role to

play as an educational aid. There are, however, also other object

areas represented in the goal document analysis, and these areas

will be dealt with in 3.2.5.

The items in the second section of the questionnaire were

constructed in a different way to the items in the first section.

We tried to utilize the taxonomic approach through constructing

for each object sub-area a goal description belonging to each one

of the six behavioural types of the taxonomy. This was done in

order to help the evaluators not overlook any of the behavioural

types. In selecting the object sub-areas, we had our goal document

analysis in mind. The material from this analysis did not contain

goal descriptions representing all behavioural types in the case of

all twelve object sub-areas, however. We therefore supplemented our

own constructions. The evaluators always had, of course, an opportunity

to reject them.

The goal descriptions were valued in two respects. We asked for

an assessment of the usefulness of literature as a means of reaching
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the objectives, but also of the importance of the objectives them-

selves. Our interpretation of the evaluators' answers was made

through listing the objectives belonging to the upper half regarding

both the usefulness of literature as a means of reaching the

objectives and the importance of the objectives. This procedure

meant a rigorous sorting out of objectives, but we thought that the

remaining ones should be ones which the expert group had regarded

as important objectives of the Comprehensive School, and ones For

which literature was thought to be a first-rate means. In this way

we got twenty-three objectives. The choice of the medians as

dividing lines is, of course, arbitrary, and the separate items can

therefore be discussed anew.

We must take these characteristics of the requirement analysis

into consideration when we try to use the results for our present

purpose. There is also another feature that we have to observe.

One of the goal descriptions in all twelve object sub-areas was

defined as a functional objective. In our model for a curriculum,

an object area should be headed by one or more functional (long-term)

objectives. If any curricular objectives at all are listed in an

object area, they must be seen as leading to a functional objective.

This was not pointed out in the requirement analysis questionnaire,

however. The evaluators' choice was free, and so only three of the

twelve functional objectives in the questionnaire got into the list

of curricular objectives that we, in an earlier report, presented

as an interpretation of the requirement analysis. In a sense, our

question as to how useful literature is as a means of reaching

a certain functional objective was meaningful, since literature can

be used to train and stimulate behaviours described in objectives

subordinated to the functional. But it could also be maintained that

the interesting question concerning a functional objective is merely

how important it is. Since we need more functional objectives than

the three selected, it is of interest that if we only take the

evaluators' view on the importance of the functional objectives into

consideration, nine of the twelve were placed above the median.
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3.2.1 Object area: Mental hygiene

In the requirement analysis questionnaire, the three sub-areas in

the object area of mental hygiene were:

1) The pupil's traits, needs, problems and behaviour

2) Meaningfulness as opposed to alienation

3) Identification - projection

The formulated functional objectives belonging to these object

sub-areas got the following assessments with regard to their

importance in relation to the overall objectives of the Comprehensive

School (the median is the median for all 72 items in the second

section of the requirement analysis questionnaire):

Mean

Object sub-area 1. Develops his personality according

to his capabilities and opportunities

Object sub-area 2. Looks on his life as meaningful

4.6

4.2

Median

Object sub-area 3. Solves his problems with the

help of models found in others 2.6

The difference between the first two and the third objectives is

also found when we list the assessed importance of the five

hierarchically subordinated objectives of each sub-area. The two

highly valued functional objectives are both connected with four

objectives above the median, whereas the more or less rejected

functional objective is connected only with one objective above the

median.

That four of the objectives in the sub-area "Identification-

projection" are placed below the median does not imply that the

evaluators have regarded literature as a bad means of reaching

them. On the contrary, the means for the assessment of the usefulness

of literature lie above the median for all six objectives including

the functional. The rejection of the functional and four other

objectives may have something to do with the opinion that identifi-

cation and projection are not goals but rather means to the solving

of one's problems, to a stable personality.
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In the Comprehensive School Curriculum some expressions of goals

of mental hygiene are perhaps found in connection with a mention

of literature. A very general statement is that "texts that absorb

the pupils may give a valuable contribution to the development of

their personality" (General section, 132; Supplement. Swedish, 16).

"Development of personality" can, of course, mean different things.

That literature contributes to the understanding of oneself may be

expressed in the words: "Descriptions in which the young readers

recognize themselves... have their place in the reading programme

of the school" (Supplement. Swedish, 20).

However, without at the same time mentioning literature we find

the Curriculum speaking of goals of mental hygiene in the more

general statement: "Care for the pupil's mental... health should

characterize the work and working milieu of the school" (General

section, 14), and in the more specified expressions To create

self-confidence in the pupil" (General section, 13), "The pupils

must be able, as objectively as possible, to judge their qualifica-

tions for different courses of study and professions" (General section,

13).

Our task is not to formulate the goals of mental hygiene of the

Comprehensive School. But taking tha quoted formulations of the

Curriculum into consideration, the evaluators' assessment of the

functional objectives in our questionnaire, and, we think, also the

certain vagueness of our formulation of the first functional objective,

we could perhaps take it for granted that the following objectives

may be seen to be at least some of the functional (long -term) objec-

tives for the teaching in the object area of mental hygiene:

ls accustomed to judging his own capabilities and opportunities

Is a self-confident, stable person

Looks on his life as meaningful

The question then arises as to which subordinated curricular

objectives could be trained and stimulated with the aid of the art

form termed literature. We give here the fifteen objectives in this

object area, presented in the requirement analysis questionnaire, and

the evaluators' view on the importance of the objectives as well as

on the usefulness of literature as a means of reaching the objectives.
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When a mean lies above the median we supplement the sign +, when

the mean lies below the median the sign -.

Can give an account of the traits,

needs, problems and behaviour

Means

Importance
of objective

Usefulness
of literature

of man (reproductional) 3.7 + 3.9 +

Reflects upon his own traits, needs,

problems and behaviour

(higher cognitive) 3.9 + 3.6 +

Finds satisfaction in being able

to understand himself (emotional) 3.6 - 3.0 -

Endeavours to understand himself

(conative) 4.2 + 3.4 +

Finds a personal solution to his

problems (creative) 4.2 + 3.1 -

Can give an account of various

alternatives one can choose

between in life (reproductional) 2.9 - 3.0 -

Reflects upon which factors make

life meaningful (higher cognitive) 4.0 + 3.6 +

Feels security and a sense of belong-

ing in the world (emotional) 4.0 + 2.6 -

Strives for a meaningful life

(conative) 4.4 + 3.0 -

Finds personal ways of making life

meaningful (creative) 4.3 + 3.1 -

Can give an account of people who

have been presented as ideals

(reproductional) 2.4 - 3.4 +

Finds thoughts and problems in others

that he experiences as vital to

himself (higher cognitive) 3.8 + 4.1 +

(continued)
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Finds an outlet for his own emotional

needs through identifying himself

with others (emotional) 3.1 - 3.8 +

Looks for others to identify himself

with (conative) 2.5 - 3.6 +

Creates characters in his imagination

to identify himself with (creative) 1.9 - 3.5 +

Taking the objectives belonging to the upper half, regarding

both the importance of the objectives and the usefulness of

literature as a means of reaching the objectives, five objectives

are selected.

One of these, the reproductional objective, "Can give an account

of the traits, needs, problems and behaviour of man", had its

equivalent in the ethical-social object area: "Can give an account

of the traits, needs, problems and behaviour of other people". As

will be seen in the next section, this objective was not likewise

placed in the upper half regarding its importance as an objective.

Perhaps the most important thing is the higher cognitive reflection

upon the traits, needs, problems and behaviour of the individual

pupil as well as of other people. Knowledge of such traits etc.

may follow from this reflection. These considerations have led us

to exclude this reproductional objective.

One further objective seems to be worthy of discussion: "Finds

an outlet for his own emotional needs through identifying himself

with others". Of the remaining objectives, this is the objective

that got the highest mean concerning the usefulness of literature

as a means of reaching the objectives. It also expresses a view on

the value of literature that is often encountered. We have deemed

it reasonable to introduce this objective in our list.

We thus propose the following five subordinated curricular objec-

tives belonging to the object area of mental hygiene, which could

be stimulated and trained with the aid of the art form literature:
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Objective 18: Reflects upon his own traits, needs, problems and

behaviour (higher cognitive)

Objective 19: Endeavours to understand himself (conative)

Objective 20: Finds thoughts and problems in others that he

experiences as vital to himself (higher cognitive)

Objective 21: Finds an outlet for his own emotional needs through

identifying himself with others (emotional)

Objective 22: Reflects upon which factors make life meaningful

(higher cognitive)



3.2.2 Object area: Ethical-social

In the requirement analysis questionnaire the three sub-areas in

the ethical-social object area were:

1) The traits, needs, problems and behaviour of other people

2) Interaction between individuals within such groups as family-

units, groups of colleagues

3) Moral questions

The formulated functional objectives belonging to these object sub-

areas got the following assessments with regard to their importance

(the median is the median for all 72 items in the second section of

th_ questionnaire):

Mean

Object sub-area 2. Respects and co-operates with others 4.7

Object sub-area 1. Is tolerant, ready to help, and

generous
4.6

Object sub-area 3. Acts in accordance with ethical

principles
4.0

50

Median

The fact that all three objectives, with regard to the usefulness

of literature as a means of reaching them, were placed below the

median, cannot prevent us from considering them as reasonable func-

tional objectives in the ethical-social area. The Comprehensive
.

School Curriculum also has equivalent expressions.

However, the first two objectives seem to have a lot in common,

and we shall bring them together in one formulation, choosing the

expression: "Respects and co-operates with others". The connection

is demonstrated when we quote the following passages in the General

section of the Curriculum: "The school ought to bring up for

discussion and elucidation the differences that exist between the

values of different groups and individuals" (13), "The school ought

to create understanding of those groups which have special problems

in modern society. These principles also ought to characterize the

attitude towards other nations and national groups" (14) - these two

passages implying the implicit goals or goal "respects others", "is

tolerant" -, "To develop his desire for a sound co-operation with
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others" (13), The school ought to lay the foundations of and further

develop those traits in the pupils which can support and strengthen

democracy's principles of tolerance, co-operation and equality

between people" (14 f), "It is important that the pupils get used

to being ready to help and to co-operate with everybody" (15).

The third objective is found in: The school has to give him

(the pupil) a good idea of the values and principles which uphold

the legal system in our democratic society. He must be fully aware

of the meaning of such concepts as justice, honesty, consideration,

and tolerance" (13), "It is a main aim to arouse respect for truth

an: justice, for man's intrinsic value, for the inviolability of

human life and thus also for the right to personal integrity" (15).

The formulation "ethical principles" could perhaps lead to the

question: what ethical principles? We will therefore write: "the

ethical principles of his society".

These functional objectives are also encountered in connection

with literary instruction: The behaviour and responses of people

and their relations to other people often form the core of the

contents of films and television programmes. In talks about films

and television programmes it can be convenient to make use of the

pupils' interest in other people. The discussion can at the same

time give rise to less rigid views" (Supplement. Swedish, 24),"The

reading of fictional literature often offers unsought-for opportunities

to discuss everyday ethical and social problems. Among other things

it gives opportunities to develop the social responsibility of the

pupils and their feeling of being allied to people belonging to

other races, cultures, and environments" (General section, 133;

Supplement. Swedish, 21).

We shall thus regard the following as two of the functional

(long-term) objectives for the teachinr in the ethical-social object

area:

Respects and co-operates with others

Acts in accordance with the ethical principles of his society

1
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For the discussion of the subordinated curricular objectives, we

are giving the fifteen objectives in this object area presented in

the requirement analysis questionnaire, and the evaluators' view on

the importance of the objectives as well as on the usefulness of

literature as a means of reaching the objectives (using also the

signs + and in order to indicate if the means lie above or below

the median).

Means

Importance
of objective

Can give an account of the traits,

needs. problems and behaviour

Usefulness
of literature

of other people (reproductional) 3.2 - 3.7 +

Reflects upon the traits, needs,

problems and behaviour of other

people (higher cognitive) 4.0 + 3.9 +

Shares the feelings of other people

experiencing their needs and

problems (emotional) 4.2 + 3.9 +

Takes an interest in the traits, needs,

problems and behaviour of other

people (conative) 4.2 + 3.8 +

Finds a personal way of giving

adequate help to people with

problems (creative) 4.0 + 3.0 -

Can give an account of factors

important for the relations

within such groups as family-

units, groups of colleagues

(reproductional) 2.8 - 2.9 -

Reflects upon factors important for

the relations within such groups

as family-units, groups of

colleagues (higher cognitive) 3.6 - 3.3 +

Feels an affinity with other

people (emotional) 4.4+ 3.3 +

(continued)
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Takes an interest in the relations

within such groups as family-units,

groups of colleagues (conative) 3.6 - 3.3 +

Finds a way to co-ordinate the relations

within groups to which he himself

belongs (creative) 3.7 + 2.7

Can give an account of ethical norms

(reproductional) 2.8 - 3.2 -

Reflects upon ethical norms (higher

cognitive) 3.9 + 3.6 +

Feels a moral commitment (emotional) 4.0 + 3.5 +

Seeks a moral norm (conative) 3.9 + 3.4 +

Finds his own ways of solving moral

problems (creative) 3.7 + 3.2 -

Seven of these objectives are placed in the upper half regarding

both the importance of the objectives and the usefulness of literature

as a means of reaching the objectives.

In the first sub-area we thus find the objectives"Reflects upon

the traits, needs, problems and behaviour of other people", "Shares

the feelings of other people experiencing their needs and problems"

and "Takes an interest in the traits, needs, problems and behaviour

of other people".

Only one objective belonging to the second sub-area was placed

above both medians: "Feels an affinity with other people". However,

we should like to discuss two further objectives that were placed in

the upper half regarding the usefulness of literature as a means of

reaching them and only slightly below the median regarding their

importance: "Reflects upon factors important for the relations within

such groups as family-units, groups of colleagues", and the correspond-

ing conative objective, "Takes an interest in the relations within

such groups as family-units, groups of colleagues". The Comprehensive

School Curriculum has expressions that point in this direction,

formally to the higher cognitive objective. In connection with

Lormirilla.

exercises in senior forms leading to dramatic shaping, it says:

"Situations and courses of events which imply the study of relations
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between individuals and groups... Starting points for improvisations:

... Parts of novels, short stories, lyric poetry, films, television

and radio programmes" (Supplement. Swedish, 14). When the Curriculum

deals with the subject Child theory in the senior department, it

also mentions: "Discussion about the pressure to conform to tradi-

tional roles that young parents may come across in literature, mass

media, and the like" (Supplement. Domestic science. Child theory, 29).

We think that we could introduce both the higher cognitive and the

conative objective in cur list.

It is interesting to note the high assessment of three objectives

in the third sub-area: "Reflects upon ethical norms", "Feels a moral

commitment", and "Seeks a moral norm". This shows that the evaluators

did not hesitate when faced with the words "ethical" and "moral".

The passage on ethical education in the Curriculum of 1962 is retained

in the Comprehensive School Curriculum of 1969, but with a pains-

taking purge of the word ethical (cf. the Curriculum of 1969, General

section, 13 with the Curriculum of 1962, 16), but evidently there is

no justification for the apparent dread of this word.

We thus propose the following nine subordinated curricular objec-

tives belonging to the ethical-social object area, which could be

stimulated and trained with she aid of the art form literature:

Objective 23: Reflects upon the traits, needs, problems and

behaviour of other people (higher cognitive)

Objective 24: Shares the feelings of other people experiencing

their needs and problems (emotional)

Objective 25: Takes an interest in the traits, needs, problems and

behaviour of other people (conative)

Objective 26: Reflects upon factors important for the relations

within such groups as family-units, groups of

colleagues (higher cognitive)

Objective 27: Feels an affinity with other people (emotional)

Objective 28: Takes an interest in the relations within such groups

as family-units, groups of colleagues (conative)

Objective 29: Reflects upon ethical norms (higher cognitive)

Objective 30: Feels a moral commitment (emotional)

Objective 31: Seeks a moral norm (conative)



3.2.3 Object area: Language-oriented

In the requirement analysis questionnaire, the three sub-areas in

the language-oriented object area were:

1) Vocabulary

2) Grammar

3) Communication

The formulated functional objectives belonging to these object sub-

areas got the following assessments with regard to their importance

(the median is the median for all 72 items in the second section of

the questionnaire):

Object sub-area 3. Is able to communicate with others

Object sub-area 1. Uses words correctly
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Mean

4.7

4.0

Median

Object sub-area 2. Speaks and writes in accordance

with the grammatical rules 3.2

Like the functional grammatical objective, all subordinated

objectives in the sub-area Grammar were placed below the median

with regard to their importance. On the other hand, not on'(y the

functional but also four of the five other objectives in the sub-area

Vocabulary were placed above the median. With regard to the sub-area

Communication, only one of the subordinated objectives got above the

median like the functional, however: the emotional objective "Enjoys

being able to communicate with other people".

The introductory passages of the Comprehensive School Curriculum,

"Aims and guide-lines", only spea of language-oriented objectives

when mentioning "basic language skills" (General section, 12). The

paragraphs captioned "Goals (for the subject Swedish)" contain

the following expressions: "Basic skills in listening, seeing and

speaking, reading and writing", "Ability to understand and form an

opinion on what he hears, sees and reads", To express himself simply

and clearly in speech and writing", "Desire to read", "Cultivating their

sense of the language", "Independent and creative linguistic activity",

"Interest in their own language and a desire to take care of it"

(General section, 128).
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The concept of language training is nowadays often defined with

a wide scope. It can, for example, be associated with thinking (one

must be able to think before one can express oneself), mental health

(the clear linguistic expression is evidence of a personality in a

state of equilibrium), social interplay (language is the most

important instrument for communication with other people), art

(literature is the art of language). Literature may be a reasonable

tool in all these connections.

Such a wide definition is, of course, possible. However, when we

try to define the objectives (f literary instruction by using our

ta..onomy, we place the above-mentioned goals in other object areas

than the language-oriented. We have already listed objectives of

mental hygiene and ethical-social objectives. In 3.2.5 we shall deal

with the logic-oriented objectives. Objectives concerning literature

as the art of language we have classified as aesthetic. The pupils"

creating of literary products also belongs here.

There must, however, remain language-oriented objectives in a

narrow sense, for which literature can be a valuable aid. Two objec-

tives, regarded as functional, were accepted by the evaluators:

"Is able to communicate with others" and "Uses words correctly".

Now, it can, of course, be said that words are very important for

linguistic communication, and it may not be necessary to list the use

of words as a separate functional objective. It may be pointed out

that the pupil is acting both as a sender and as a receiver; the

expression "uses" words could seem to denote active vocabulary only.

We have therefore explicitly stressed both the sender and the receiver

aspect in the proposed objective.

As the functional (long-term) objective for the teaching in the

language-oriented object area that concerns us here we shall thus

regard:

Communicates linguistically both as a sender and receiver

For the discussion of the subordinated curricular objectives we

give the evaluators" view on the fifteen subordinated objectives in

this object area in the same manner as when we dealt with the two

previous object areas:
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Importance
of objective

57

Usefulness
of literature

Has a rich vocabulary (reproductional) 4.6 + 4.6 +

Reflects upon his and other people's

choice of words (higher cognitive) 3.7 + 4.0 +

Finds satisfaction in a correct and

varied choice of words (emotional) 3.7 + 3.7 +

Is interested in increasing his voca-

bulary (conative) 4.4 + 4.3 +

Forms his own new or compound words

(creative) 2.6 - 3.1 -

Can give an account of grammatical

rules (reproductional) 2.3 - 2.2 -

Makes observations concerning the

rules for the use of language

(higher cognitive) 3.0 - 3.1 -

Reacts emotionally to correct and

incorrect language (emotional) 2.7 - 3.0

Takes pains to speak and write in a

grammatically correct way (conative) 3.3 - 3.1 -

Varies his sentence structure in a

personal way (creative) 3.6 - 3.7 +

Can give an account of the factors

which are of importance for

linguistic communication

(reproductional) 2.4 - 2.7 -

Reflects upon the factors which are

of importance for linguistic

communication (higher cognitive) 3.1 - 2.9 -

Enjoys being able to communicate with

other people (emotional) 4.0 + 3.2 -

Seeks to obtain a knowledge of the

factors which are of importance

for linguistic communication (conative)3.4 3.1 -

Finds his own ways of solving problems

of linguistic communication (creative) 3.6 2.9 -
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Four objectives concerning vocabulary were placed above the median

concerning both their importance and the usefulness of literature as

a means of reaching them: "Has a rich vocabulary", "Reflects upon

his and other people's choice of words", "Finds satisfaction in a

correct and varied choice of words", "Is interested in increasing

his vocabulary". We are listing them but wish to change the wording

of the first. It is meant to express a reproductional objective,

the simple knowledge of words. A verb better expressing a behaviour

seems to be: "identifies the meaning of". The concept of a "rich

vocabulary" could be stated giving the number of words that should

be known, basing such a statement on the findings in word-frequency

investigations. We shall, however, content ourselves with the

formulation "Identifies the meaning of a great number of words".

There are no other goal descriptions in the questionnaire that

have been placed above the median in both respects. Very nearly

fulfilling these requirements is, however, the creative objective,

"Varies his sentence structure in a personal way". It could be

compared with the expression in the Curriculum, "Independent and

creative linguistic activity". We think that we could formulate a

combination of these two wordings, not limiting the object of

behaviour to sentence structure: "Finds personal ways of expressing

himself linguistically". (Of course, this objective could also be

said to belong to the aesthetic objectives. The taxonomy that we are

using cannot deny and does not want to deny that literature is the

art of words. There are, howeVer, other forms of linguistic expression

than the attempt to produce literature.)

As was seen above, the Comprehensive School Curriculum states

important language-oriented objectives concerning reading, speech

and writing. Literature is also regarded as a teaching aid in tnese

respects: "Reading of different kinds of literature is a natural

way of increasing vocabulary and of developing a sense of language

and style. It also exerts an influence on the ability to express

oneself in speech and writing" (General section, 132; Supplement.

Swedish, 16), "Reading of different kinds... gives a rich material

for training in oral presentation: free talks, simple discussions,

retelling, short speeches, and dramatic presentation. The reading

can also lead to different kinds of writing and linguistic observations.
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In prepared reading aloud the pupils can acquire good training in

listening" (Supplement. Swedish, 20), "The stimulation prior to and

the talk that follows the joint reading aim, among other things at

training the pupils to reflect and to try to understand and interpret

texts and illustrations of different kinds" (Supplement. Swedish, 21).

A great many discussions as to the place of literature in the

native language as a school subject are, in fact, concerned with reading

training to the same or to a greater extent than with literature as

at art form. It is often even argued that reading ability must be

more important than the consumption of the works of art. The LIGRU

Project is concerned with literature as an art form and not with

reading training as such. Rut this does not mean that reading

literature does not have favourable effects on the reading ability.

On the contrary, when the reading ability of the pupils is found to

be insufficient and inadequate, we can hope that a frequent reading

of literature (fictiOn or non-fiction), especially when it is taken

up for the sake of the reader's own interest, may be the surest way

to remedy this lack of ability. Among the language-oriented objectives

that can be stimulated and trained with the aid of literature, we

should therefore list objectives concerned with reading, speech and

writing. We suggest the following three: "Grasps the content of

communication presented in speech and writing", "Seeks to make use of

the source of information provided by printed material", "Expresses

himself clearly in speech and writing". (We have already listed the

creative objective, "Finds personal ways of expressing himself

linguistically".)

We think that an additional curricular objective ought to deal

with the understanding of the function of language as a tool for

communication, that is, for example, that language can be misunder-

stood. Literature seems to be a good teaching aid in this respect.

We thus propnse the following nine subordinated curricular objec-

tives belonging to the language-oriented object area, which could

be stimulated and trained with the aid of the art form literature:

Objective 32: Identifies the meaning of a great number of words

(reproductional)
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Objective 33: Reflects upon his and other people-s choice of

words (higher cognitive)

Objective 34: Finds satisfaction in a correct and varied choice of

words (emotional)

Objective 35: Is interested in increasing his vocabulary (conative)

Objective 36: Grasps the content of communication presented in

speech and writing (higher cognitive)

Objective 37: Seeks to make use of the source of information

provided by printed material (conative)

Objective 38: Expresses himself clearly in speech and writing

(higher cognitive)

Objective 39: Finds personal ways of expressing himself

linguistically (creative)

Objective 40: Reflects upon the function of language as a tool

for communication (higher cognitive)
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3.2.4 Object area: Society-oriented

In the requirement analysis questionnaire the three sub-areas in the

society-oriented object area were:

1) The state of affairs in different countries and during different

periods

2) Groups of society such as social groups, occupational groups,

interest groups, authorities

3) Religious, philosophical and political attitudes

The formulated functional objectives belonging to these object

sub-areas got the following assessments with regard to their importance

(the median is the median for all 72 items in the second section of

the questionnaire):

Object sub-area 1. Has a global perspective

Object sub-area 2. Is a good citizen

Mean

4.0

4.0

Median

Object sub-area 3. Takes part in religious, philo-

sophical or political activities 2.9

We find expressions corresponding to the two objectives approved

of in the Comprehensive School Curriculum: "It (the Comprehensive

School) shall widen the pupils' awareness of the world outside the

national community" (General section, 12), "It is an aim of the

school to help and stimulate each pupil in the best possible way to

take advantage of and to develop his intrinsic qualifications as an

individual as well as a citizen in a democratic society" (General

section, 12).

The expression a "good" citizen met with some spontaneous opposi-

tion from some evaluators, who asked what a "good" citizen is. As

was seen in the previous report on the requirement analysis, the

number of evaluators who answered the different questions varied

from 418 to 449. It may be noted that the goal description "Is a good

citizen" got the lowest number of evaluators. Some obviously hesitated

when faced with this formulation, and it seems that we ought to re-

shape it in some way or other. Of course, when we formulated this goal

description, we just wanted to say "good" according to the action

patterns desired in the pupil's own society, and we could also defend
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the expression by pointing out that it is used by the Comprehensive

School Curriculum itself (General section, 11). However, we shall try

the expression "Behaves as a citizen conscious of his responsibilities".

The relatively low assessment of the third functional objective

is somewhat surprising. The Curriculum says: "Through instruction

and free debate in regular school work and by encouraging them to

take part in club and educational activities in and outside the

school, the pupils can be stimulated to activity and commitment in

social and idealistic work" (General section, 14). In the requirement

analysis questionnaire we wrote "religious, philosophical or

political activities", but perhaps the position of religion in Sweden

is such that one may be reluctant to stress the taking part in

religious activities. Perhaps "philosophical activities" seemed

unclear. Another possibility may be that the formulation could seem

to imply that all pupils should become members of religious,

philosophical or political associations. Since we shall have to list

some subordinated objectives in this sub-area, we must have a

functional objective, but obviously a new formulation. As such we

propose, "Keeps himself informed of the current debate on questions

concerning the philosophy of life and attitudes towards society".

As three of the functional (long-term) objectives for the teaching

in the society-oriented object area we will thus regard:

Has a global perspective

Behaves as a citizen conscious of his responsibilities

Keeps himself informed of the current debate on questions

concerning the philosophy of life and attitudes towards society

For the discussion of the subordinated curricular objectives we

give the fifteen objectives in this object area, presented in the

requirement analysis questionnaire, and the evaluators' view on the

importance of the objectives as well as on the usefulness oi litera-

ture as a means of reaching the objectives (using, as above, the

signs + and - in order to indicate if the means lie above or below

the median).
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Can give an account of the state of

affairs in different countries and

during different periods

Means

Importance

of objective
Usefulness
of literature

(reproductional) 2.9 - 3.7 +

Reflects upon the state of affairs

in different countries and

during different periods

(higher cognitive) 3.6 - 3.8 +

Is emotionally involved in the

Mate of affairs in different

countries and during different

periods (emotional) 3.0 - 3.6 +

Takes an interest in the state of

affairs in different countries

and during different periods

(conative) 3.7 + 3.9 +

Contributes ideas that may further

the knowledge of different

countries and periods (creative) 3.2 - 3.4 +

Can give an account of groups of

society such as social groups,

occupational groups, interest

groups, authorities

(reproductional) 2.6 - 2.9 -

Reflects upon the state of affairs

within groups of society such as...

(higher cognitive) 3.8 + 3.6 +

Feels a certain affinity with one

or several groups of society such

as ... (emotional) 3.3 - 2.9 -

Is interested in the state of affairs

within groups of society such as...

(conative) 3.8 + 3.5 +
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Finds solutions which safeguard the

interests of groups of society

such as... (creative) 3.2 - 2.7 -

Can give an account of religious,

philosophical or political

attitudes (reproductional) 2.8 - 3.4 +

Forms an opinion about religious,

philosophical or political

attitudes (higher cognitive) 3.5 - 3.5 +

Is emotionally involved in

religious, philosophical or

political attitudes (emotional) 2.9 - 3.3 +

Is interested in religious,

philosophical or political

attitudes (conative) 3.7 + 3.6 +

Contributes ideas that may

influence religious, philosophical

or political attitudes (creative) 2.9 - 3.0 -

Four of these objectives are placed in the upper half regarding

both the importance of the objectives and the usefulness of literature

as a means of reaching the objectives. It is striking that three of

these are conative objectives. It could further be noted that eleven

of the objectives are placed above the median with regard to the

usefulness of literature as a means of reaching the objectives, but

only four with regard to the importance of the objectives.

The sub-area "The state of affairs in different countries and

during different periods" is, of course, deemed to be an important

sub-area in the Comprehensive School Curriculum. "The school shall...

introduce them (the pupils) to the surrounding reality and to the

past, try to demonstrate the connection between the past and the

present." Immediately after this comes the statement quoted above:

"It shall widen the pupils' awareness of the world outside the

national community." (General section, 12.)

Without specifying the behavioural types, this sub-area is also

mentioned by the Curriculum in direct connection with literature as
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a teaching aid, for example, in the following expressions: "For

work in the "orientational subjects" (in the middle department:

religion, civics, history, geography and nature studies) an ample

collection of books should be at hand, easily accessible in every

classroom. Such a book collection should include, in addition to

reference books, encyclopedias of an elementary type as well as

books of other kinds intended to give descriptions of environment

or accounts from different periods, and to arouse the pupils"

interest in free reading" (Supplement. Orientational subjects. Junior

department. Middle department, 27). "Books of other kinds" that also

"arouse the pupils" interest in free reading" must obviously include

what we call literature. "As examples of teaching aids for instruc-

tion in civics may be mentioned: literature illustrating the life

of men in different environments" (The same supplement, 33). More

generally, speaking only of the "orientational subjects", the

Curriculum states: "Fictional literature can, through a lively

description of environment, enrich the instruction even in the

"orientational subjects" (Supplement. Swedish, 21), "The reading of

literary texts, connected with the area of study, and discussions

of these texts can increase the understanding of and the specializa-

tion in the questions under study (Supplement. Orientational subjects.

Senior department, 6 f; the "orientational subjects" in this department

are: religion, civics, history, geography, biology, chemistry and

physics).

The conative objective, "Takes an interest in the state of

affairs in different countries and during different periods", was

placed in the upper half concerning both the importance of the objective

and the usefulness of literature as a teaching aid. From the fore-

going it could, however, seem that cognitive objectives also ought

to be important, perhaps even a reproductional one. We shall at

the very least list the higher cognitive objective, "Reflects upon

the state of affairs in different countries and during different

periods". The mean of the evaluations of the importance of the objec-

tive is very near the median, and the mean of the evaluations of the

usefulness of literature as a means is above the median.

The scope of the object of behaviour is, of course, very great.

We have, in fact, already used one of these objectives as an example
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when we, in the introduction to this chapter, discussed the problem

of the specification of the objects of behaviour in curricular

objectives. It would be preferable to specify more, stating specific

countries and specific periods. But this would imply a more extensive

work than the LIGRU Project is commissioned to do. We therefore use

this very unspecified definition of the object of behaviour. When

co-ordinating a procedure and criteria with such an objective, we

are, of course, immediately forced to formulate a more specified

object of behaviour.

The sub-area "Groups of society such as social groups, occupational

groups, interest groups, authorities" can be said to be present in

formulations in the Curriculum such as: "If the school is to be

successful in promoting the pupils" development into good citizens,

it must give them knowledge of the society and strengthen their

solidarity with it. Through mutual contacts between the school and

the proximate society, its people, and functions, the pupils ought

to have a chance to grow into this community" (General section, 11).

The school ought to bring up for discussion and illustration the

differences which exist between the values of different groups and

people" (General section, 13). "The school ought to create an

understanding of groups in modern society with special problems"

(General section, 14). "The feeling of affinity, solidarity and

responsibility of the young must be extended beyond the boundaries

of family and relations, groups of colleagues ano school, to enclose

bigger and bigger communities" (General section, 15).

Literature seems to be mentioned only in connection with sex

roles (the sexes may to some extent be seen as occupational and

interest groups)(General section, 50 f).

In the requirement analysis, the higher cognitive and the conative

objectives, "Reflects upon" and "Is interested in" "the state of

affairs within groups of society such as social groups, occupational

groups, interest groups, authorities", were placed in the upper half

regarding both the importance of the objectives and the usefulness

of literature as a means of reaching the objectives. We are listing

these two objectives. What was said above concerning the scope of

the object of behaviour also applies in this case.
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The sub-area "Religious, philosophical and political attitudes"

is represented in the Curriculum when it speaks of questions concerning

the philosophy of life and attitudes towards society: "The school

shall inform them (the pupils) of questions concerning the philosophy

of life" (General section, 12); "It also falls to the lot of the

school to arouse the interest of the young in the great and common

fundamental questions which concern the philosophy of life and attitudes

towards society" (General section, 14).

Literature is mentioned only in the vaguer formulation: "Descrip-

tions in which the young readers recognize... the problems of their

own times... have their place in the reading programme of the school"

(supplement. Swedish, 20) and when the Curriculum speaks more

generally of the "orientational subjects", to which also religion,

for example, belongs (cf. passages already quoted in this section

in connection with the sub-area "The state of affairs in different

countries and during different periods").

In the requirement analysis the conative objective "Is interested

in religious, philosophical or political attitudes", was the only

one placed above the median in both respects. The higher cognitive

objective was, however, the most valued among the other objectives,

and we think that we should list this objective, too. The formulation

of the object of behaviour is changed according to the new formulation

of the corresponding functional objective.

The scope of the object of behaviour is fairly extensive in this

case, too. When co-ordinating procedures and criteria with such

objectives, we are forced to use more specified objects of behaviour.

We thus propose the following six subordinated curricular objec-

tives belonging to the society-oriented object area, which could be

stimulated and trained with the aid of the art form literature:

(Note: In objectives 41-46, a further specification of the objects

of behaviour, leading to a number of objectives, is necessary. The

objectives only describe groups of curricular objectives.)
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Objective 41: Reflects upon the state of affairs in different

countries and during different periods (higher

cognitive)

Objective 42: Takes an interest in the state of affairs in different

countries and during different periods (conative)

Objective 43: Reflects upon the state of affairs within groups of

society such as social groups, occupational groups,

interest groups, authorities (higher cognitive)

Objective 44: Takes an interest in the state of affairs within

groups of society such as social groups, occupational

groups, interest groups, authorities (conative)

Objective 45: Forms an opinion about questions concerning the

philosophy of life and attitudes towards society

(higher cognitive)

Objective 46: Takes an interest in questions concerning the

philosophy of life and attitudes towards society

(conative)
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3.2.5 Other object areas

The goal document analysis also presented objectives for the

attainment of which literature was regarded as a suitable means in

object areas other than the five now accounted for. On the other hand,

the goal descriptions were not numerous, and we did not introduce

these object areas in the requirement analysis questionnaire.

The object areas referred to are the following:

a) Object area: Logic-oriented

We find here some higher cognitive objectives: explores concepts,

defines in a skilful way, makes logical distinctions, recognizes

ceisal relations. "To be in the habit of logical reasoning" can be

regarded as a functional objcztive.

b) Object area: Manual

This object area is encountered more accidentally in the Swedish

Comprehensive School Curriculum when it is proposed that "unknown

animals", described in children's literature, could function as an

inspiration when producing textile figures in the subject Handicraft.

c) Object area: Nature- and technology-oriented

It seems obvious that literature could be used when teaching in

this object area as well as in the society-oriented. It has been

suggested that the higher cognitive objective, to grasp how man

wastes enormous resources vital for the future generations in the form

of water, soil, plants and animals, could be trained with the help

of some literary works. Books about animals and plants could stimulate

a love of the beautiful in nature and an interest in nature. It can

evidently be added that also knowledge, for example, of animals,

can be imparted through literary works.

d) Object area: Physical training and health

It is deemed possible to impart knowledge of facts about sports as

well as interest in sports through fictional literature with sporting

themes.

e) Object area: Work-oriented

Proposed work-oriented objectives are those concerning study habits

and the use of libraries, but also concerning the joy of achievement

and recognizing the value of work.
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In the Swedish Comprehensive School Curriculum we have found the

manual objective mentioned above (Supplement. Handicraft, 15), a

remark that play songs can inspire rhythmic movements (General

section, 181), another that work with stills and films can give the

pupils an opportunity to develope their ability to concentrate on

essentials (Supplement. Swedish, 25), another that literature can

give interested pupils an opportunity to do simple jobs in the

library (Supplement. Freely selected work, 14).

The logic-oriented and the nature- and technology-oriented object

areas are not mentioned in the Curriculum in connection with litera-

ture. As far as the latter area is concerned, the vaguer formulations

concerning instruction in the "orientational subjects", quoted above

in 3.2.4, could, however, be seen to include objectives in this area,

too.

We could try to formulate objectives in all these five object

areas but we shall confine ourselves to the logic-oriented area.

The logic-oriented object area must be seen as a very essential

one for the Comprehensive School. The Curriculum formulates this

fact in the following way: "In a democratic society, where one wants

to give the individual more and more responsibility, the schooling

of the intellect will be given great importance. Qualities that

ought to be especially 1..:Ipt in mind are clarity and order of thought,

the ability to examine c itically and independently and to resist

biased influence, to analyse, compare and summarize." (General section,

12 f.)

As two functional objectives in this object area we can thus

propose:

Is in the habit of examining thoughts in a clear, critical and

logical way

Resists biased influence

We think that some important subordinated curricular objectives

could be stimulated and trained through the use of (children's)

literature. We have not finished our analysis of these problems and

possibilities, but think that they are worthy of a special investiga-

tion. Provisionally, we shall list two higher cognitive objectives

as well as one conative:
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Objective 47: Reflects upon concept formation and upon relations

between concepts (higher cognitive)

Objective 48: Advances hypotheses and draws plausible conclusions

from given premises (higher cognitive)

Objective 49: Ventures to set about solving problems (conative)
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3.3 The list of curricular objectives

The curricular (functional as well as subordinated) objectives listed

as a result of the discussions in 3.1 and 3.2 are thus the fallowing:

Teaching in order to brin about contacts with the art form literature

(Object area: Aesthetic)

FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERM) OBJECTIVES

Has a positive attitude to literature

Is in the habit of consuming literature

Selects his literature carefully

Keeps himself informed of what is going on in the literary world

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

Sub-area The literary works and their content

1. Derives pleasure from literary works (emotional)

2. Is arrested by the excitement, atmosphere and humour of literary

works (emotional)

3. Takes an interest in literature (conative)

4. Reflects upon the people and course of events in literary works

(higher cognitive)

5. Is emotionally involved with the characters and course of events

in literary works (emotional)

6. Interprets the message of literary works (higher cognitive)

7. Is emotionally reached by-the message of literary works (emotional)

Sub-area: The form of literature

8. Observes the stylistic features of literary works such as choice

of words, figurative language, rhythm and composition (higher

cognitive)

9. Finds pleasure in observing the formal traits of literary works

such as choice of words, figurative language, rhythm and composi-

tion (emotion,-11)

Sub-area: Evaluation of literary works

10. Reflects upon possible criteria for literary evaluation (higher

cognitive)

11. Evaluates literature in an independent way, applying criteria

according to his own choice (higher cognitive)
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Sub-area: The authors

12. Mentions some prominent authors of contemporary (children's)

literature and examples of their works (reproductional)

13. Is interested in some authors of (children's) books (conative)

Sub-area: Literature in society

14. Gives an account of how to obtain information about (children's)

books, theatre, films, etc. and how to gain access thereto

( reproductional)

15. Reflects upon the importance of literature to children and to

adults (higher cognitive)

Sub-area: Literary creativity

16. Re-creates his literary experiences in his imagination (for

example, by retelling, playing, painting, etc.) (creative)

17. Gives expression to his experiences in a literary form (creative)

Teaching with the aid of literature when the objects of the expected

behaviour do not belong to art

Object area: Mental hygiene

Some of the FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERM) OBJECTIVES for the teaching in this

area:

Is accustomed to judging his own capabilities and opportunities

Is a self-confident, stable person

Looks on his life as meaningful

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES that could be stimulated and

trained with the aid of the art form literature:

18. Reflects upon his own traits, needs, problems and behaviour

(higher cognitive)

19.. Endeavours to understand himself (conative)

20. Finds thoughts and problems in others that he experiences as vital

to himself (higher cognitive)

21. Finds an outlet for his own emotional needs through identifying

himself with others (emotional)

22. Reflects upon which factors make life meaningful (higher cognitive)
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Object area: Ethical-social

Two of the FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERM) OBJECTIVES for the teaching in

this area:

Respects and co-operates with others

Acts in accoriance with the ethical principles of his society

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES that could be stimulated and

trained with the aid of the art form literature:

23. Reflects upon the traits, needs, problems and behaviour of other

people (higher cognitive)

24. Shares the feelings of other people experiencing their needs and

problems (emotional)

25. Takes an interest in the traits, needs, problems and behaviour

of other people (conative)

26. Reflects upon factors important for the relations within such

groups as family-units, groups of colleagues (higher cognitive)

27. Feels an affinity with other people (emotional)

28. Takes an interest in the relations within such groups as family-

units, groups of colleagues (conative)

29. Reflects upon ethical norms (higher cognitive)

30. Feels a moral commitment (emotional)

31. Seeks a moral norm (conative)

Object area: Language-oriented

One FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERN) OBJECTIVE for the teaching in this area:

CommuAcates linguistically both as a sender and receiver

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES that could be stimulated and

trained with the aid of the art form literature:

32. Identifies the meaning of a great number of words (reproductional)

33. Reflects upon his and other people's choice of words (higher

cognitive)

34. Finds satisfaction in a correct and varied choice of words

(emotional)

35. Is interested in increasing his vocabulary (motive)

36. Grasps the content of communication presented in speech and

writing (higher cognitive)

37. Seeks to make use of the source of information provided by

printed material (conative)
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38. Expresses himself clearly in speech and writing (higher cognitive)

39. Finds personal ways of expressing himself linguistically (creative)

41. Reflects upon the function of language as a tool for communica-

tion (higher cognitive)

Object area: Society-oriented

Some of the FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERM) OBJECTIVES for the teaching in

this area:

Has a global perspective

Behaves as a citizen conscious of his responsibilities

Keeps himself informed of the current debate on questions concerning

the philosophy of life and attitudes towards society

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES that could be stimulated and

trained with the aid of the art form literature:

(Note: In objectives 41-46, a further specification of the objects

of behaviour, leading to a number of objectives, is necessary. The

objectives only describe groups of curricular objectives.)

41. Reflects upon the state of affairs in different countries and

during different periods (higher cognitive)

42. Takes an interest in the state of affairs in different countries

and during different periods (conative)

43. Reflects upon the state of affairs within groups of society such
as social groups, occupational groups, interest groups, authorities

(higher cognitive)

44. Takes an interest in the state of affairs within groups of

society such as social groups, occupational groups, interest

groups, authorities (conative)

45. Forms an opinion about questions concerning the philosophy of

life and attitudes towards society (higher cognitive)

46. Takes an interest in questions concerning the philosophy of life

and attitudes towards society (conative)
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Object area: Logic-oriented

Two of the FUNCTIONAL (LONG-TERM) OBJECTIVES for the teaching in

this area:

Is in the habit of examining thoughts in a clear, critical and

logical way

Resists biased influence

SUBORDINATED CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES that could be stimulated and

trained with the aid of the arc Form literature:

47. Reflects upon concept formation and upon relations between

concepts (higher cognitive)

48. Advances hypotheses aid draws plausible conclusions from given

premises (higher cognitive)

49. Ventures to set about solving problems (conative)
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3.4 The list of curricular objectives seen in relation to the concepts of

"reading for information", "reading for experience" and "free reading"

in the Comprehensive School Curriculum

The debate on literary instruction in the Swedish Comprehensive

School is very much tied to three concepts mentioned in its central

standard curriculum: "reading for information", "reading for experience"

and "free reading".

The distinction between "reading for information" and "reading for

experience" is hardly a happy on-t, since "experience" is a difficult

word that may mean mahy things. On the other hand, it is possible to

understand what the Curriculum has in mind. This can be maintained in

spite of the fact that tho Curriculum itself has confused the

distinction, connecting "reading for information" with factual prose

and "reading for experience" with fictional literature: "As a material

for reading for information, for reading training and for learning

how to study, texts of factual prose have an important purpose to

serve. Reading of fictional literature often gives more of an

experience in the imagination." (Supplement. Swedish, 20.) But it

must also be acknowledged that the Curriculum corrects itself in

other contexts: "It is not to Le overlooked that pictures of reality

can foster strong experiences" (Same supplement, 20), "Fictional

literature can, through a lively depiction of milieu, enrich instruc-

tion even in the orientational subjects" (Same supplement, 21). It

may be added that neither is reading training tied only to factual

prose.

The real distinction made in the Curriculum between "reading for

information" and "reading for e;:perience" is, instead, a distinction

between the goals that these two instructional methods are meant

to sorve. The aims of "reading for information" are goals of cognitive

behaviour (cf. Supplement. Swedish, 18). The aims of "reading for

experience' are go:'.1s of emotio711, conative and creative behaviour.

This we may infer from the following passages: "Reading for

experience... with tht: ctimulating the inclination for

reading and of developing the reading interests... The pupils must

be given an opportunity to experience a text relatively undisturbed,

to be roused by excitement, humour and atmosphere... Discussions

and assignments... ought to aim at giving a richer
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experience of the text, to engage the pupils in what is read and to

make them use their imagination in considering the characters and

the motifs of the text." (Supplement. Swedish, 20.) What is stated

here is first a conative objective, then a couple of emotional

objectives, and lastly a creative one.

The concept of "free reading" used by the Curriculum can, to some

extent, be interpreted in the same manner. It is defined as "silent

reading of one's own choice". The reading material mentioned is

"picture books, books for children and young people, novels and non-

fiction, biographies. newspapers and journals", that is, all types

of reading material. But, on the other hand, a suggestive expression

is found in this connection: "The pupils often ought to be given

time for silent reading of their own choice... in order to have the

chance to experience the excitement and the joy that completely

free reading can give." (All quotations in this paragraph from

Supplement. Swedish, 22.) It would thus seem that emotional objec-

tives are especially stressed in connection with "free reading".

Reading for information is a traditional and natural activity

of the school. What the Comprehensive School Curriculum is obviously

aiming at is that the objectives of the Comprehensive School are not

only cognitive, but also emotional, conative, and creative, and that

some sort of balance is to be established in literary instruction.

However, a much clearer way to express this seems to be to state

the objectives explicitly. In this way it will also be possible to

verify that the balance is attained. We have, in this chapter, tried

to propose a list of explicitly stated objectives for literary

instruction in the Comprehensive School. It would, then, be of

interest to tabulate the forty-nine objectives according to their

behavioural type. This is done in the Table.

If we put the reproductional and the higher cognitive objectives

together, we find that 8 of 17 in the aesthetic object area, and

16 of 32 in the other object areas are of this type, which makes a

total of 24 of 49. This is exactly one half of the objectives. The

other half is made up of the emotional, conative and creative objec-

tives. Thus we can say that our list is in agreement with the

intentions of the Curriculum. We did not construct the list with such
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a result in mind - how the list was constructed is described above

in detail. We had, of course, been anxious to give the evaluators of

the requirement analysis the opportunity to choose emotional, conative

and creative objectives. The choice is their own, however.

From Table it can also be seen that higher cognitive objectives

play a much more important role than reproductional, which will he

in agreement with the views of the Curriculum. We are, however, a bit

dubious on account of the fact that only three creative objectives

are listed. 1.n five sub-areas of the aesthetic object area and in

four of the other object areas there is not one creative objective

to be found. If creative behaviour is a behaviour sought for in the

Comprehensive School, we should have to formulate creative objectives.

Such objectives seem indeed to lie near at hand when we are dealing

with creative art. To be sure, we have listed creative objectives

concerning the pupils' own literary production. The question is

whether such objectives should not be stated to a greater extent in

other connections, too.
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4 THE OBJECTIVE-PROCEDURE-CRITERION UNIT

4.1 The unity of objective, procedure and criterion

The model of goal-referenced instruction is very simple: through

the goal descriptions we state terminal behaviour of the pupils,

these behaviours must be stimulated and trained during instruction,

and the existence of these behaviours after instruction must be

observed. This model is, for example, found in the "basic teaching

model" of Glaser and De Cecco (De Cecco 1968, 11-13), where four

components are listed: A) instructional objectives, B) entering

behaviour, C) instructional procedures, D) performance assessment.

A, C and D are the three parts of goal-referenced instruction referred

to above.

The unity of objective, procedure and criterion ought to be

stressed when giving suggestions to teachers and producers of

educational material through listing, at the same time, the objective,

a corresponding procedure and a criterion or criteria. We must,

however, supplement the model through stating what type of objective

is to be co-ordinated with procedures and criteria (cf. 4.3).

4.2 Terminolux

Somewhat different and at times vague terms are found in the area of

teaching analysis. We shall therefore state here some terms and

definitions used in this report.

Educational) objective: The description of an expected behaviour of

the pupils.

(Instructional) procedure: The description of a situation in which

the behaviour described in an objective can be stimulated and trained.

(Evaluative) criterion: The description of a technique that is

suitable for observing the outcome of a certain objective.

Objective-procedure-criterion unit (0-P-C unit): The description

of a combination of a curricular objective, a corresponding procedure

S7
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and a criterion or criteria. (The concept "curricular objective",

an application of the concept of the levels of generality of goal

descriptions, was defined in chapter 2.)

Procedure analysis: Co-ordinating of instructional procedures

with curricular objectives.

Criterion analysis: Co-ordinating with objectives of techniques

of observing that the objectives are reached.

The co-ordination in a logical way of procedures and criteria

with objectives, is thus distinguished from the empirical study of

what is in fact going on at school and of the actual outcomes of

instruction. For those types of empirical study the usual terms

process analysis and product analysis are appropriate.

In goal analysis we have the same distinction between the logical

treatment of the objectives (definition, breaking down, sequEIcing)

and the empirical study of objectives (goal document analysis,

requirement analysis). For these concepts see Figure 4.

In our work on the objectives for literary instruction, we have

used empirical as well as logical go;77 analysis. When we proceed

to the co-ordinating of prvedures are., criteria with curricular

objectives, we only use logical analysis.

4.3 The objectives in the 0-P-C units

We have already discussed the suitable level of generality of

objectives with which procedures and criteria are to be co-ordinated,

cf. chapter 2. The chosen level is the second according to Figure 2

in chapter 2. Such objectives state behaviour and object of behaviour

in an explicit way, though allowing different matter and technical

modes of instruction.

When constructing an objective-procedure-criterion unit, we start

from a second level objective, which we have called a curricular

objective.

When speaking of goal-referenced instruction, the question of the

teacher's freedom often arises. We think it obvious that the

independence cf the teacher mainly lies on the third level of
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Figure 4. Some different forms of teaching analysis

Empirical analysis Logical analysis

Goal analysis Goal document analysis Defihition of objectives

Empirical study of goals

expressed in curricula,
teachers' manuals, educational
debate

Requirement analysis

Phrasing of goals in an
explicit way

Breal6ng down of objectives

Specifying of a more
general goal into compo-
nent goals on a lower
level of generality

Sequencing of objectives

Empirical study of goals
emerging from inquiries to

experts,representatives of
higher education, the public,
etc.

Arranging goals in the
order in wich they ought
to be objects of learning

Process and Process analysis Procedure analysis
procedure

Empirical study of the way
in which one tries to reach
the established goals

Co-ordinating of
instructional procedures
with curricular objectives

analyses

Product and Product analysis Criterion analysis
criterion

Empirical study of how the
established goals are reached

Co-ordinating with
objectives of techniques
of observing that the
objectives are reached

ana yses
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generality according to Figure 2. He is free to choose the procedure

and criterion objectives, which is the same as choosing specific

matter and specific technical modes of instruction. That instruc-

tion is goal-referenced just means that it is governed by explicitly

stated curricular objectives.

From this it follows that objective-procedure-criterion units

are not meant to be prescribed for use at school. This would imply

that procedure and criterion objectives were being made into

curricular objectives. The units can be regarded only as an aid for

those who wish to use them or who want to construct other units

themselves. On the other hand, the curricular objectives are not the

responsibility of the teacher. They have to be decided upon on a

h.gher level, in a central standard curriculum or after discussions

on a more local level.

The unique position of the curricular objectives is demonstrated

by the fact that it is debatable how important it may be to formulate

objectives on the third level, the procedure and criterion objectives.

Teachers are nowadays very often encouraged to do this. It is interest-

ing to note, however, that the opposition to formulated objectives

is often. that it seems unnecessary to formulate a very large number

of such objectives verbally.

It must be said to be extremely important that the opposition

to formulated objectives does not affect the principle of goal-

referenced instruction as such. The aims of the school must be

expressed in such a clear way that they can be discussed in society

and, when approved of, govern instruction at school. But it is being

realized more and more in international educational literature that

these objectives are what we have called here the curricular objectiVes.

If it seems convenient, we can list the procedure and criterion

objectives when we are describing a procedure. It may be that such

a listing will give a clearer disposition of the procedure. In other

cases we can abstain from formulating them, since they are implicitly

stated through the reported procedures. But they will turn up when

criteria are described, as they express criteria (cf. 4.5).

It may be pointed out that the generality level of the curricular

objectives implies that they are usually to be considered as objectives

for the type of school in question as a totality, but not as objec-

tives for a certain school year or even for a department of the school.
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4.4 The procedures in the O-P-C units

The instructional procedures are connected with the curricular

objectives, since their aim is to stimulate and train the behaviours

described in these objectives. We have already in 4.1 spoken of

the unity of objective and "a corresponding procedure".

In ecucational literature we find, however, a stressing of the

distinction between objective and procedure, which at the first

glance may seem to be inconsistent with our view. Gagne (1967, 21-23)

and, quoting him, Stones (1972, 11 f, 87 f) emphasize "the basic

distinction between content and method". "Content must be derived

from objectives, methods cannot be."

Examples of "methods" given are the selecting of "textbooks,

motion pictures, laboratory equipment, even teachers", and "methods"

must therefore be the same as procedures. On the other hand, "content",

"content units" are obviously the same as objectives. Content is

defined by Gagne as "descriptions of the expected capabilities of

students in specified domains of human act4vity". He is here

including the two elements of a goal description, the desired

behaviour and the object of this behaviour. It is true that he makes

a further distinction between objective and c:Intent giving "adds

fractions" as an example of the former and "capability of adding

fractions" of the latter. This seems unnecessary, however, especially

as he himself in the same context says that "content needs to be

stated as objectives" and that "these objectives mean things that

the student is able to accomplish."

The expression "deriving content from objectives" also seems a little

illogical after these definitions. However, what Gagne has in mind

appears to be the breaking down of objectives from a higher to a

lower level of generality and their sequencing. His distinction

between content and method is perhaps a manifestation of an anxiety

to stress the fact that the objectives of instruction cannot be

defined in terms of a textbook, a laboratory equipment, and so on.

Stones, on the other hand, seems to be most interested in the

teacher's "freedom to manoeuvre even when objectives are spelled

out in detail".
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The concept of the levels of generality may throw light upon

this problem.

When we are dealing with the procedure and criterion objectives,

there is no sense in stating that "methods cannot be derived from

objectives". Procedure and criterion objectives do in fact describe

methods (procedures), as in the example given in chapter 2: "Finds

two essential respects in which,the author of the novel X wants to

change society". Here, the important part of the procedure is

stated in the objective, the reading of the novel X. (Of course, we

can add some technique of stimulating observation of political ideas.)

On the other hand, when we are dealing with the curricular objectives,

there are no specific matter and technical modes of instruction

attached to them. This is what Stones stresses: "We take the view that

the lower level objectives should be determined by the individual

teacher in relation to a specific teaching situation, a given group

of students and his own pedagogic predilections." It is exactly what

we have already said in 4.3, that the teachers independence can be

expressed as the freedom to choose procedure and criterion objectives,

or, what amounts to the same thing, to choose procedures and criteria.

In the objective-procedure-criterion units we are starting with

curricular objectives. The procedures do not emerge from these

objectives. Surely, to quote Gagne, we can freely "select textbooks,

motion pictures, laboratory equipment, even teachers". But this does

not imply that there is no connection between curricular objectives

and procedures. The procedures can be chosen relatively freely and

there are many parallel possibilities, but even so the procedures

must be chosen in such a way that guarantees that it is the behaviours

accounted for in the curricular objectives that are stimulated and

trained during instruction. The procedures must be co-ordinated with

the curricular objectives. We have called this task procedure analysis.

For a lesson or another type of separate activity at school there

must often be several curricular objectives. This means that it will

contain more than one procedure. Thus more complex instructional

units have to be built up. The aim of procedure analysis is, however,

that the complex instructional unit built up will have a clearer and

a more goal-referenced structure than without the procedure analysis.
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A procedure may be described in a more or less generalized way.

In a procedure for literary instruction it is, for example, possible

to tell how a behaviour of a certain type can be trained without

prescribing a specific literary text to be used.

The teacher can find both types of procedures helpful. Given a

more general idea through a more general procedure he can specify

at his own choice. He can also, however, be interested in getting

suggestions for detailed specification, for example, suitable

literary texts. Alternative procedures of a more specified type are

especially of value when one wants to take into account the

qualifications and interests of the pupils on different school year

levels and the individual variation among pupils in the. same class.

Objective-procedure-criterion units may describe more general as

well as more specified procedures.

Among the curricular objectives there are some where the

behaviour described belongs to the functional (long-term) type in

our classification scheme. As was said already at the beginning of

chapter 3, such behaviour is defined as an integrated behaviour,

action patterns that one above all expects of the pupil after

leaving school, though they should, of course, grow during the

pupil's school-days. The functional behaviour is to be seen as a

complex of all other behavioural types and thus heads the hierarchical

system of objectives. We think that functional objectives should be

listed among the curricular objectives, describing the final out-

come of instruction, and serving as something in relation to which

other curricular objectives could be valued. There is no sense,

however, in trying to co-ordinate specific procedures with such

integrated behaviours. It follows that procedures are co-ordinated

with objectives where the stated behaviour is hierarchically

subordinated to functional (long -term] behaviour. (For this reason

we have numbered the subordinated but not the functional objectives

in the list of curricular objectives in chapter 3.)
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4.5 The criteria in the 0-P-C units

Criterion analysis means co-ordination of a curricular objective

with suitable criteria for evaluating the behaviour described in the

objective. We deem it essential to maintain that criteria can only

be constructed corresponding to objectives on the third level of

generality, the procedure and criterion objectives. It is well

known that the interest in formulating objectives in particular has

been based on the interest in evaluation, and this may be one

reason why objectives on the first and second levels of generality

have not aroused interest to the same extent.

The simplest case is, of course, when the procedure and criterion

objective, which has been stimulated and/or trained through the

chosen specific r :edure, is to be evaluated. It is, however, after

all the second level objectives, the curricular objectives, that

should be evaluated. It must therefore be possible to evaluate

through other criteria than the criterion observing the effect of

the procedure that was used during instruction. This is, for example,

the usual situation in complex tests constructed for marking or

diagnostic purposes. However, the criteria also correspond to

procedure and criterion objectives in this case, although these

objectives have not been formulated and used in instruction. When,

for example, the curricular objective "Interprets the message of

literary works" is broken down to a lower levtl for use in instruc-

tion, this implies, among other things, that the behaviour is trained

on selected literary texts. There is the possibility, however, of

testing the trained behaviour according to the curricular objective

using another literary text.

An objective-procedure-criterion unit will advantageously list

such alternative criteria.

It is important that the fact that the criteria correspond to

procedure and criterion objectives makes it possible to choose

criteria with regard to school year level and individual variation

within a class.
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4.6 Evaluation of long-term (functional) objectives

In 4.4 it was pointed out that procedures are to be co-ordinated

with objectives where the stated behaviour is hierarchically

subordinated to functional behaviour, but not with the functional

objectives. Functional objectives mean long-term objectives,

integrated behaviour, action patterns that one especially expects

of the pupil after leaving school, though they should, of course,

grow during the pupil's school-days. In our list of objec-

tives in chapter 3 we have, for example, classified as a functional

objective: "Keeps himself informed of what is going on in the literary

world".

Although no procedures are co-ordinated with the functional

objectives, they can nevertheless be evaluated since the desired

behaviour is a complex of behaviours that have been trained

specifically. But the question arises as to whether objectives that

are looking into the future can only be evaluated after, say, ten

or twenty years.

Using the expression long-term objectives, Gagne (1969) has

dealt with this problem. He is more optimistic and proposes two

possibilities:

1) When a long-term objective such as "the ability as an adult to

establish and defend standards for the choice of food literature

vs. bad" is stated (this is Gagne's own example), it can be measured

just as readily as an immediate outcome as twenty years after the

period of learning. A standard of what is "good" can be developed

during school-days, and this standard can be measured.

As another example we can supplement the functional objective

quoted above, "Keeps himself informed of what is going on in the

literary world". When this objective is formulated, one is probably

thinking of an adult keeping himself informed of new literature,

especially such produced for adults. But the objective can also be

seen as stating that the pupil is keeping himself informed of new

children's books, and such a behaviour can be observed during school-days.
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